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Jealousy Is Said to beCause Two Others Are Fatally
Burned and Several
of Double Crime of
Have Marvelous
Escapes.

Brooklyn Stove
Dealer.
SHE WAS

38

YEARS OLD

AND HE WAS

60

fvwN

AT GREAT

Woman Was Killed While She Building Was Sleeping Place For
Fifty People-Fi- re
' Lay In Bed Sleeping-Fa- ll
Was Caused
to
by
Will Profc-alb- y
Pavement Kills Whitley
Reach the Sum of
Instantly -- They Had
$10,000.
Quarrelled.
Gas-Dam- age

OVER TWO HUNDRED

IT

Kansas City, Mo.,Nov. 28. Seven
men are dead and' two others are
fatally Injured as a result of a fire
which destroyed a two story brick
rooming house at 1102 Union avenue early today. The seven dead are
burned beyond recognition.
The Are is thought to have been
started by an explosion of gas, which
escaped from a leaking pipe and was
Ignited by a match struck by a pat
ron of tne house. The nre spread
rapidly and the victims were caught
like rats In a trap sleeping In their
rooms.
escapes were
Several miraculous
made. Firemen E. F. Jackson and
W. 1. White figured In the thrilling
rescue of an old man. who climbed
from a window and citing shivering
half dressed to the window sill while
the firemen worked to his rescue.
The firemen climbed out on the
cornice of an 'adjoining building,
spliced their belts, and threw one end
of the thusly constructed rope to the
man on the window. He caught It
and while the firemen braced themselves, the old man swung down to
the ground.
The building was the sleeping nlace
or BDout nity men, according to Ed
ward O'Connell, the proprietor. The
loss suffered by O'Connell will
be
about 110,000.

St. Louis, Mo., Not. 28. Half a
mile of dissatisfied wives, extending
from the court house down Broad
way, was the spectacle offered by St. REAL WEALTH IS
Ixiuis to an amazed public. There
were some men, too, but they did
IN THE WEST
not count.
It was the weekly rush for divorces
by women who thought they would
be better off without
the martial Stnj voint Fish says Tlint Wall
yoke.
htrwt will llavo to Cater to the
In all, there were 230 applicants
Agricultural Communities.
lor freedom, and in 110 cases there
was no opposition put up by the oth
New York, Nov. 28. That there
er half of the mlsmated pairs.
can be no resumption of public con
tidence until the state and federal au
JAPS 8WAIlMiN
TOWARD
thoritles send to Jail men who have
TIIH PACIFIC WAST looted corporations Is the opinion of
New York, Nov. 28. The Idea of !nuyve.ant Fish.
assembling the greater portion of the
"As has been foretold," eald Fish,
.Pacific bound fleet wuh Atlantic In
the present crisis Is due to utter lack
New York harbor and proceeding in of confidence In corporate manageto Hampton ments controlled and directed from
squadron
formation
Hoads points for the start .of the long Wall street and such lack of confiwestern cruise has been abandoned dence is world wide. To reestablish
In order that the big war vessels may confidence abroad we must first respend as long a time as possible at establish It at home and particularly
various navy yards, where they are In the agricultural communities west
undergoing repairs.
and south, where the real wealth of
"Orders have ben Issued for all ves the country Is produced.
Neither
sels of the fleet to report at Hampton corporations nor government has as
9,
prior
by
Monday
Dec.
and
Road
yet acted officially, hence we are
to this sailing date there will be no confronted with a period of depres
departures.
sion."

PARDONS

THREE

PAYMENTS
TO BE RESUMED

SIDE

Tl

IN-

WEEKS

Exile From Colorado for Life Opinion of Chicago Bankers
Condition In .Each
After Summing Up
Case.
Western Letters.
MURDERER HAD
CHICAGO IS PROM
SERVED EIGHT YEARS
ISED A NEW BANK
Denver, Colo., Nov, 28. "Governor
Buchtel, of Colorado, has celebrated
Thanksgiving day by issuing three
pardons.
Frank Herold, a German sentenced
to the Colorado penitentiary for life
tor the murder of H. O'Hara, near
Brighton, ten years ago, was sent a
pardon. Herold killed O'Hara after
the latter had killed Mrs. O'Hara and
is said to have committed the crime
In self defense. Herold served eight
years of a life senttnee. One of the
conditions of hi rardon is thut he
away.
leaves th-- i atal- and
Governor
Buchtel pardoned one
prisoner from the Colorado reformatory and another from the Denver
Jail. Kxlle from Colorado for life
was made a condition In each case.
-

HILL PROPOSES
A

REST

New York. Nov. 2S. "What this
country needs above everything else
is a rest cure," suld James J. Hill In
discussing the financial situation.
"The country Is suffering from
mistrust and while there Is an easing
in the mercantile credit- situation,
the people who have the money are
holding on to it u:id give checks

Chicago, 111., Nov. 28. Direct re
ports to the Chicago clearing house
from hundreds of western cities
throughout the week encouraged the
local bankers yesterday
to believe
that resumption of cash payments
will be possible within two weeks or
possibly ten days.
When the clearing house commit
tee met the members had before
them more than 600 letters in reply
to the circular letter sent out last
week asking for statements of con
ditions throughout the west. Practi
cally all of the letters, it was an
nounced, ex;ressed a willingness to
with th Chicago bankers
in resuming a casn basis.
There was considerable diversity of
opinion, however, as to how a general resumption should
brought
be
about. Some thought It feasible to
lift the lid In every banking center
on the same day; others
that the
loosening of rash should be a gradual movementT
in the east
and spreading tn Other parts of the
country.
A movement headed by Dr. W. C.
Abbott for a new bank In Ravens- wood is on foot.
It is proposed to
tart a state institution to be called
the Ravenawool Tivrt company, to
take the place or the Ravenswcod
Exchange bank, which closed its
doors two weeks ago. It Is proposed
o make tne capital stock
200,000,
with a surplus of $20,000 at the start
Subscriptions at 1110 a share are be- -,
lug solicited.
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Won't Do.

United States.

Phoenix, Arlx., Nov. 28.
r n.iDoey, who has returnedGovern
here
uih 1Ucson, wnere he went to de
liver an address before a body of stu

t. Petersburg. Nov. 28. As Wash
Ingion has cabled Secretary Taft requesting him to hastsn his returning-tthe United States the secretary,
who is due in Moscow next Saturday,
has telegraphed the American ambassador here, asslng him if possible
to arrange an audience with the emperor so as to enable Taft to leave
St. Petersburg Saturday
afternoon
pec. 4 Instead of the night of Dec.
6 as was provided In
the original
schedule.
Taft says that he must catch the
steamer President Grant, which will
asll from Hamburg, Dec. 7.
The Idea that a Japanese American
war Is Impending has obtained
such
a hold upon Russians that they are
iiiruugiiig me American
embassy
dally to offer their services.
'Mr. Schuller. the ft m h.'i Hn ,1 n r
in.
charge, has denied through the presj
the possibility of any trouble with
Japan.
Hecretary Taft has been received
with the utmost cordlalltv hv the nf.
flclals both military and civil.
:
The Russians particularly desiring
service In our army in case of war
with Japan are officers and
of the Russian army and men of
noble birth, anxious to strike at Japan, but more anxious to study U. S.
army methods.
It Is said that among the anarchistic revolutionary circles it was given oit that absolutely no attempt
mu.t,be made to insure Secretary
Taft or to delay him in anv manner.
since the reactionary forces in Rus
sia depend to a large extent upon
popular opinion In America to aid
their cause and to some extent re
ceive financial aid from
In America.
Mr. Taft therefore was doubly protected by an escort of military offi
cers, secret police and by the friendly
spirit of the revolutionary forces.

niven out an
slm
lllar to one credited tointerview
him at Tuc
son.
When asked whether he would run
lur
uovernor Klbbey said:
"1 do not intend tn mat.
in fact, I am very much adverse to it
every point or view."
ou run
were pressure
ntought to bear upon you to make
mi-!-

t

whs a."Kea.

"I know of
brought to bear," was the gover-or- 's
smiling reply.
iAt the same time there seemed to
b- - a sort
of insinuation
If
was
ssea 10 run oy his partythatas a he
whole,
iic wouiai mane the race.
In regard to his vixii uHh tv,
ilent about three weeks ncn
that Mr. Roosevelt had said
during his present term he was that
in hopes
ciimiriaie ait territorial
urnis or government within the con
fines of the United States.
'President Roosevelt has
me since I talked with him informed
has already consulted his partythatlead-he
ers and they are not favorable to the
admilon of the two territories at
...
me coming session.
in Keeping with his policy
eliminating the territorial rform. ' of
of
rn. mo
nn n . i n
ii
President Roosevelt supported ..Joint
statehood for Arizona and New Mexico, hoping it would prove acceptable
to them as it did to the people of
wmuuuma ana me Indian Territory.
Since Arizona and New Mexico voted
un me question he has become convinced that the people do not want
joint sioienoou, ana though be could
not make any definite promises without first consulting the leaders In
congress, the president said he was
In favor of the early
of
mpse two territories onadmission
equal foot

n..

.
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of the rooms were decorated In true
Thanksgiving style.
'
Fireman's Hull.
The American Lumber Company's
nre department will give Its second
annual Thanksgiving
tonight at
Colombo hall. A y..A large audi
enoe Is expected and arangements
have been made for a most enjoyable evening at dancing.
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JAPANESE

Stores Give Employes Day's

at

Vacation-Servic- es

the Churches.
CHARITY

BALL THE

EVENT TONIGHT
Thanksgiving-

-

day

was generally

observed In Albuquerque, practically all business houses closing in the
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AMERICA

Ambassador O'lirhti Believes the
Companies Have
Taken Advantage of Tax
Inspection.
Toklo, Ndv. 28. It is understood
here that the American ambassador,
Thomas J. O'Brien, has officially
called attention of the Japanese government to a great Increase of number of Japanese arriving on the Pacific coast and has requested that
prompt measures be taken to prevent
emigration to America of persons,
who enter as students and might afterwards become laborers.
At the foreign office it was stated
that the government Is now considering measures to control emigration
and correct any mistake
recently
made.
There is reason to believe that Immigration companies have taken advantage of tax inspection.

afternoon and the banks and public
offices closing all day. The schools
closed yesterday, giving the children
the usual Thanksgiving holiday.
Union Thanksgiving services were
held this morning at 10:30 o'clock
at the Presbyterian church, the rest
of the city churches, with the exception of Ht. John's Episcopal, Joining. Rev. J. W. Shaw, pastor of
the First Baptist church, delivered
the Thanksgiving day address.
An
interesting
musical program
was
rendered.
At the St. John's Episcopal church
the rector, Fletcher Cooke, gave a
short address and there was a vocal EXODUS OF FOREIGNERS
solo by Airs. Roy McDonald.
Masses were celebrated today at
the Catholic churches.
CONTINUES UNABATED
Clutrlty Hall.
The charity ball to be given by the
New York, Nov. 28. Although the
Benevolent society
at the Elks' ball room tonight prom-ises- e steerage rate ha again been raised
to be the premier social event. ihls time from $31 to $36, all steamKeen interest in the ball has been ers are packed to capacity with for
taken by the social leaders of the eigners returning to Europe. Some
city who have been working assldu-aousl- y steamship companies are fitting up
to make It the most brilliant holds for the accommodation of pas- and financially successful charity ball fcengers and leaving rrelght behind.
Ciustav H. Schwab of the North
01 years.
German Lloyd line estimated today
The
society has that
between lxty to seventy thousprepared a list of the poor of the
city whom It considers deserving of and persons will leave this port this
week.
neip and the proceeds of tonight's
ball will go to the worthy ooor.
Large numbers of tickets have been
disposed of and the attendance nrom- . BRADLEY IS
ises to be large.
The dancing will begin at 8.30
o'clock.
6LA0 FOR REST
Committees in charge of
reception and floor are as follows:
Reception Ira A. Abbott. O. N.
Marron. J. H. O'Rielly,. F. A. Hub-bel- l,
Washington, p. C, Nov. 28. .Mrs.
Frank Mc Kee, E. S. Stover, M.
w. Klournoy, Alfred Grunsfeld. J. Bradley expressed gratification this
M. Wilkinson, G. I, Brooks. Noa II- - morning that she would be able to
feld, H. 11. Ray. W. H. Strickler. F. have a day of rest as her trial has
been very wearing upon her.
W. Clancy, D. H. Cams, J. Yrisarn.
The court will tomorrow conclude
H. Heaven.
to
all witnesses according
Floor Ham Plckard,
John Lee with
plans
of counsel on both sides. The
D.
Clarke,
A.
Macpherson, Harry
Welller, Harry F. Lee, Felix H. Les entire case hinges on the mental conter, Walter Jaffa, D. ). Uosenwald, dition of Mrs. Bradley and the Jury
will be asked to determine whether
E. J. Alger.
the time of the shooting she was
ilotclier Cook AdilresM'tt Children. at
mentally
capable of knowing right
In the city schools yesterday af from wrong
and of choosing the
ternoon was devoted to Thanksgiv
ing exercises. Rev. Fletcher Cooke, right course.
pastor
of
St.
John's Episcopal
church, addressed over two hundred
FIRE IN 10- students In the high school assembly
room yesterday afternoon on, "The
History of Thanksgiving and Some
Reason, National and Personal, for
PEKA SANTA FE SHOPS
Thanksgiving."
Before the address the students
Joined in a song service led by Miss
Carolyn Strong, instructor In music
Topeka, Kan., Nov. 28. An early
in the public schools.
morning fire In the Santa Fe machine
In the lower grades th
usual shops here damaged buildings to the
Thanksgiving exercises were given, extent of I10.0U0 and machinery
three or more grades Joining In the about same amount. The origin of
Programs consisting of the fire is unknown. The fire was
exercises.
essays, recitations, quotations, read- obstinate and for a time it appeared
ings and musio were rendered. Many as if the big plant was doomed.

WOjIAf!

Friends Will Attempt to Men.
tlfy Teeth as Those of
Hattle Knox.

e

'.

tng.

"For the first time In our fight for
BODY ENTIRELY
statehood we have the support of a
president
the United States. I conDEVOID OF CLOTHING sider thiB of
the strongest point we ever
um nave or ever could have.
Mr. Klbbey suld he had Just re
Prescott, Arte., Nov. 28. The find turned from Globe, where he went
nig ui oiescning nones or a woman 10 investigate tne conditions of the
suspended banks in that city. He
near the tracks . of the Bradshaw two
stated that he believed both of the
t
railroad near Yager station by a sec suspended banks
and will
tlon man, promises to solve the mys pay dollar ror dollar, but that they
had
obliged
been
to suspend because
tery of the disappearance of Hattle
Knox, who wandered away from their deposit had been drawn out
Humbolt several mouths ago. Teeth until the legal reserve, provided for
taken from the body are said to look by the government, was getting near
like the front teeth of the woman the danger line.
As regards the other three banks
from Humbolt.
Globe he stated that he was of the
The bones were entirely devoid of in
opinion
that they could pay dollar
nesn and no clothing was found near
aoiiar were they called upon o
them. The mystery of the dlsap lor
pearance of Hattle Knox has caused io ao, ana mat apparently they were
shape.
much speculation and after hunting in Inexcellent
regard to Roosevelt's nnmlnn.
the country for miles around Hum-bo- lt tlon again
president. Mr. Klbbev
for
the authorities concluded that
the woman had left the country.
may
say
'You
that I am heartilv
The place where the body was
favor of Mr. Roosevelt's nomlim- found is a great distance from any In
tlon
and
I do not ay this
settlement and in a very uneven uecause i am an appointee
the
country. There Is no water near by president, as many will charge of me,
and the conclusion la that that wo but I am in accord with the tonrln.
man died from thirst and following a clpls he advocated during his past
custom or people desperately thirsty administration
policies which
tore all the clothes from her body as he Is advocatingandfortheths
future."
sne wanaerea.
Mr. Klbbey said that as regards the
present
copper
In
situation
he had a
FrancV w"n a great deal of hope
Yl'mb't '
It would soon
coroner's
went to the scene of right Itself. At the that
present time the
the find, and began an Inquest, which copper production has reduced Itself
will be continued today. He brought to about 60 per cent
of the normal
away with him some of the teeth output, but
he believed before
from the skull, In hopes that some sixty days hadthat
elapsed Arizona would
one In Humbolt might be able to be producing Its normal output. He
Identify them as having belonged to said he believed the
present stringHattle Knox, and thus complete tht ency In the money market and "hi
Identification.
stocks were due to the manipulations
After the coroner's Jury completes In Wall street, because certain Interits Investigation, the skeleton will be ests were very much opposed to the
buried where found.
president because of hU anti-trupolicies, also they werd
due In a
measure to certain very heavy in
terests which were ueating down the
BUILD DEPOTS TO
so
values of stocks and securities
that when prices were at the botrespon
tom,
ones who had been
REDUCE FARES sible, the
among them Rockefeller, could
buy the securities in at the low price
and reap the benefit when the up
turn in the market came.
Guthrie, Okla., Nov. 28. An order ward
' lou may say that the territory Is
lias Just been Issued by the corporaat the present time,
tion commission requiring Oklahoma very asprosperous
I have been over a very con
ami
railroads engaged in Interstate busi- siderable
portion
the territory reness to build stations at all state cently, I am in aof position
speak
11 on.
The interstate passenger rate knowingly. 1 believe, that toArizona
ii.
Is 3 cents, in spite of the fact that
any
will
be
the least affected of
state
in many states the maximum rate is
or territory in the union by reason
the ha in e as in Oklahoma 2 cents. of
present
stringency
falling
ihe
and
Unable to change the schedule,
the corporation commissioners have values in copppr."
resorted to the state Hue station
ItOCKKFKI.I.KH CIVICS
plan as the only solution.
ANOTHKU 2 MILLIONS.
At these intersection stations, passengers shall be allowed to buy tickNew York, Nov.
28.
John D.
ets at the local rates and recheck IHkefeller has Insured the permanency of the Rockefeller Institution
their baggage.
for Medical Research by an addition
PUKNIDKXT IHMXd AT
al gift of $2,600,000.
The oil king
THE WII1TK IIOCSE. has written to the directors that their
Washington, D. C, Nov. 28. Pres- work thus far has pleased him great
ident Roosevelt and family today ly. Ihen he notified them of the new
visited the home of President Madi- gift. It Is In the form of
son, near Montpeliar, Va.
The en- securities, and will make the lnstl- tire trip is to take seven hours. ute s annual Income about $100,000
Thanksgiving dinner will be given at The donation makes the total amount
the white house this evening.
devoted t" ihe foundation $3,800,000.

"

WAR IMPENDING
Yellow Men Are Reported to bo
'Swarming on Pacific Goast-T- he
Mikado Is Cautioned to Slop
Illegal Immigration to

be

HOW ALBUQUERQUE

P

Executive Has Received No Prom
Ises for Statehood for Arizona
But Says President Is Satisfied That Jointure

4fS

XnS? 'Ingestion

fc

'

GOVERNOR BUCHTEL

With Russians Offering

SAYS HE FAVORS THIRD

PERIL

r

American Embassy In St. Pet.
ersburg Is Thronged Dally

Leaves Impression That He
Could be Easily '
Persuaded.

FIREMEN SAVE OLD MAN

YEARS

New York, Nov. 28. Early morning pedestrians on 77th street, were
startled by hearing a revolver shot
coming from an upper story of the
Belle Clair Hotel and a moment lat
er saw a man hurl himself from a
window and crash on the pavement
below.
The man was John Whitly, one of
the leading stove dealer of Brook
lyn.
lie was dead when picked up.
Hushing to the room Whitly had oc
cupied, employes of the hotel found
Mrs. Whitly In death throes with a
gapping revolver shot wound In her
head. Mlie had apparently been shot
while sleeping.
Whitly wag 60 years old and his
wife was 3S years old. It is said that
they had quarreled. The killing is
thought to have been the result of
Jealousy on the part of Whitly.

Klbbey Says He Wouldn't Bu

Jll

st

gilt-edg-

--

o

-

THERE

WILL BE
NO TARIFF REVISION

Washington, D. C Nov. 28. Rep
resentatives Payne and Dalzell, each
a power In the house, had half an
hour's taik with the president this
morning, and when they came out
they unnounced emphstlcaily
that
there would be no tariff revision at
the coming session.
What about wood pulp?"
they
were asked.
"The president
promised to take oft the duty." has
Both Mr. Payne and Mr. Dalzell
laugher uproariously, as at the irreat.
est kind of a Joke.
Didn't the vreslderrt mention It
a you?" Mr. Dalsell was asked.
"Not a word.T he .replied: '.
"That's a terribly big - dutv. that
15 per cent." exclaimed (Mr. Payne.
"It will probably break up
the
papers In the country if it Is all
retain
ed." ,
SEVENTV-flV-

E

DIE

CLIHG

THE ALPS

London. Nov. 2
irnMai --tai.,tiJust Issued supply the death rate In
07 due to misadventure In th
an, Swiss and Austrian Alps. Ital.
The
umber of lives lost was sevenrv.Hva

he majority of which were
Swiss
nd Germans. Next came the British,
nd after that the Italians.
The thief cause of fatHlltv
fooltiardlneKS,
which Is becoming
more prevalent every year. In at- -

empung uirneuit ascents without a
Ulile. and often even without a com.
panlon. Fourteen deaths were caused
by attempts to gather flowers in dan- gerous localities.
The number of accidents, which
re put down as grave, but not fatal.
as 350. As prophylatic measures. th
ompllers of the statistics recommend
France, Italy mid Austria to make
he ascent of dangerous mountains
prohibitive unless the climber Is ac
companied by a duly iiualiiled and ac
red l ted guide.
ROItllKltS

MKK ItlG

IIAII,

AT tiOLDFIKIJO.
Goldneld, Nev., Nov. 28. At 1:10
clock this morning nine robbers
overpowered the watchman
at the
freight depot of the Tonopah, Gold.
Bullfrog railroad, blew
Held and
open the safe and secured several
thousand dollars.

Parrot Cullitl Rot in VaJii.
Saginaw. Mich.,
Nov.
28. The
falling of two bricks Into a chimney,
stopping up the ilus. caused the
death of Miss Alice V. E lKett, 61, by
aspiiyxl.it ion from gus fumes escaping from a baseburner.
A
parrot,
which lived through the experience.
ioujiv
raneu
ror h!,i hur u V.i
neighbors broke into the house the
woman was beyond medical aid.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

Tinitsnw. xovFmf:n

zs, 1907.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, SANTA FE TOWNSITE FOUR POINT DIVISION
prot A rnnndhmiflfl: $62,000 Harvev hotel, mission stvle: $30,000 concrete denot. mission stvle: $40.000
I
1
R.
R.
Co.;
buildings
concrete
,000
Numerous
for
$42
coal
railroad
ice
plant
chutes.
other
capacity
ton
100
shops;
car
recreation building ;;large concrete machine and
3-sto- rv

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, IS THE NEW
SANTA FE DIVISION TOWNSITE, SITUATED
NINE MILES WEST OF TEXICO, NEW MEXICO, ON THE BELEN CUT-OFTHE SURFACE OF THE LAND ON
WHICH THE TOWNSITE IS LOCATED IS
LEVEL. CLOVIS IS SITUATED IN THE BEST
PORTION OF THE LEVEL PLAINS COUNTRY
AND IT IS THE CENTER OF THE BEST DRY
FARMING AND STOCK RAISING SECTION
ALL THIS
OF EASTERN NEW MEXICO.
LAND IS SETTLED UPON BY HOMESTEADTHEIR LAND.
ERS WHO ARE IMPROVING
THE SANTA FE LAND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY HAS 213,000 ACRES OF RAILROAD
SCRIPT LAND, COMMENCING FIVE MILES
NORTH OF CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, WHICH
IS CONSIDERED THE FINEST FARMING
LAND IN EASTERN NEW MEXICO. THIS
S
LAND WILL SHORTLY BE OPEN TO
AND SOLD IN SMALL TRACTS ON
THE
TERMS TO SUIT THE PURCHASER.
COUNTRY AROUND CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO,
WILL COMMAND TRADE FOR FIFTY MILES
TO THE NORTH, THIRTY MILES TO THE
EAST, TWENTY MILES TO THE SOUTH AND
TWENTY-EIGHMILES TO THE WEST.
THERE IS A SETTLER ON EVERY ICO ACRES,
WHICH ASSURES ITS FUTURE RAPID
CLOVIS IS
GROWTH AND PERMANENCY..
ON THE MAIN TRANSCONTINENTAL LINE
OF THE SANTA FE WHICH IS CALLED IN
THIS TERRITORY, THE EASTERN RAILWAY
HOME-SEEKER-

T

OF NEW MEXICO, OR THE BELEN CUT-OFCLOVIS WILL BE THE DIVISION FOR THE
MAIN LINE OF THE SANTA FE, THE PECOS
VALLEY LINE AND THE BROWNWOOD EXTENSION, THUS MAKING IT A DIVISION
POINT FOR THREE DISTINCT LINES OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM.
THE PECOS VALLEY TRACTS WILL BE
T KEN UP BETWEEN TEXICO, NEW MEXICO, AND CAMEO, N. M., AND BE MOVED
VEST EIGHT MILES TO MAKE CLOVIS
THE NORTHERN DIVISION POINT OF THE
PECOS VALLEY LINE. THE BROWNWOOD
EXTENSION WILL BE RUN OUT OF CLOVIS
WHICH WILL GIVE A THROUGH LINE FROM
CALIFORNIA TO GALVESTON, TEXAo. THE
RAILROAD COMPANY HAS RETAINED 320
ACRES FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES AND
THERE ARE EXTENSIVE MACHINE AND
CAR SHOPS BEING ERECTED AT CLOVIS.
CLOVIS WILL BE THE FIRST DIVISION
POINT WEST OF AMARILLO, TEXAS, AND
THE SANTA FE HAS JUST COMPLETED A
TWENTY-ONSTALL ROUNDHOUSE, GRAD-EMILES OF SIDING AND YARDS, ARE
ERECTING A $30,000.00 CONCRETE
DEPOT AND A $02,000.00
HARVEY HOTEL AND $40,000.00 TnREE-STORRECREATION BUILDING FOR RAILTHE RECREATION
ROAD EMPLOYEES.
A STANDARD LIHAVE
WILL
BUILDING
HALLS, SWIMBILLIARD
BRARY, POOL AND
MING POOL, AUDITORIUM AND LIV
ALL
ROOMS FOR RAILROAD EMPLOYEES.
CONSOLID
OF
ARE
BUILDINGS
THESE
CRETE AND THE LATEST STYLE OF MISTHE COMPANY IS
SION ARCHITECTURE.
DRILLING TEN LARGE WELLS TO SECURE
F.

E

TWO-STOR-

TWO-STOR-

Y

Y

Y

LONG DISTANCE LINES. THERE ARE THIRTY-FIVE
BUSINESS HOUSES, SIX HOTELS
AND ROOMING HOUSES, FOUR LUMBER
YARDS, THREE LIVERY STABLES, COLD
ALSTORAGE AND OTHER BUILDINGS
READY ERECTED. CLOVIS HAS NEARLY
ELEVEN HUNDRED POPULATION, IS FOUR
MONTHS OLD AND GROWING VERY FAST.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A BUSINESS LOCATION OR A NEW TOWN FOR INVESTMENTS, LOOK THE SITUATION OVER AT
CLOVIS. THE LOTS BEING OFFERED FOR
SALE' ARE ALL RESIDENCE LOTS AND CAN
BE PURCHASED AT FROM $70.00 TO $1)0.00,
PER LOT,
DOWN, THE BALANCE
IN SIX MONTHS AT EIGHT PER CENT INON ALL SALES OVER $500.00 10
TEREST.
PER CENT DISCOUNT IS ALLOWED. ON
ALL CASH SALES, 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT
ALLOWED. CLOVIS WILL MAKE A CITY OF
TEN THOUSAND POPULATION IN A FEW
YEARS. THIS IS THE BEST PROPOSITION
EVER OFFERED IN NEW MEXICO FOR
SMALL INVESTMENTS AND NOW IS THE
TIME TO PURCHASE THESE LOTS, AS THE
PRICES WILL
DOUBLE
WITHIN SIX
MONTHS TIME.
E. J. CARL1N, GENERAL MANAGER FOR
THIS PROPERTY, WILL BE HERE FOR
ABOUT TWO WEEKS AND WILL BE LOCATED IN THE OFFICE OF MAYNARD GUNSUL,
ALBUQUERQUE COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDCALL AT ABOVE
ING, PHONE NO. 145.
NAMED OFFICE OR PHONE YOUR ADDRESS, AND MR. E. J. CARLIN WILL CALL
AND SEE YOU.

ALL THE WATER THAT WILL BE REQUIRED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES, THE SUPPLY BEINO INEXIIAUSTABLE. THE RAILROAD COMPANY WILL ERECT A ONE HUNDRED TON ICE PLANT FOR ICING REFRIGERATOR AND PASSENGER CARS.
COAL CHUTES, COSTING $4,200.00, ARE HALF COMPLETED AND
ARE THE LARGEST WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. THERE ARE NUMEROUS
OTHER RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS TO BE
STARTED, BUT THE ENGINEERS' REPORTS
HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETED AND WE
CANNOT GIVE DATA ON THE SAME. AS
AND CONSOON AS THE BELEN CUT-OFCOMPLETCLOVIS
ARE
OF
LINES
NECTING
ED, THE COMPANY WILL PUT ALL OF ITS
FAST PASSENGER,
EXTRA CALIFORNIA
FREIGHT AND PERISHABLE FRUIT TRAFFIC ON THIS LINE, WHICH WILL BE THE
CHICAGO
AND
BETWEEN
SHORTEST
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND GALVESTON,
TEXAS, AND NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
IT WILL
ALSO CARRY ALL THE PACIFIC AND ORIENTAL MAIL WHICH IS NOW BEING
LARGELY HANDLED BY THE ROCK ISLAND
AND SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

THE CONCRETE

ONE-HAL-

F

HAS TWO NATIONAL BANKS
WITH $25,000.00 AND $35,000.00 CAPITAL RESPECTIVELY. THERE IS A WATER, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND ICE COMPANY LOCATED
IN CLOVIS, OWNED AND CONTROLLED BY
RAILROAD OFFICIALS, WITH EQUIPMENT
A COMPLETE TELENOW IN OPERATION.
PHONE SYSTEM IN OPERATION CONNECTING WITH ALL ADJACENT TOWNS AND
CLOVIS
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capital attending to his official duties
m ginning lunfjoi: lui jii liio iuicnui
service.
jj
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manager of the Lake Valley mines '
1
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everything "In the kitchen so
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up
to date, but she still
far as
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inct, as important and as
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Santa Fe yesterday.
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work
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stated
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Ily Agnon ;rlfll!i.
Merrrcle stood on her wld veranda looking wIhi fully on the frrove
of tree hung with Chinese lanterns,
in honor of her 20th birthday.
A
hnppy
thronn
of young people
warmed about her laughing; and
singing, while the musk-Unwere
preparing for the next dance.
"Mercedes," a man's voice whispered, and the girl turned to face
Webster Chase's eyes. "Why do you
vold me tonight, Mercedes?" he said
trying to take
hand. "I hoped
you were beginning to like me I've
honestly tried to have you but
something seems to ttnnd between us
and I care, deiir you look so tired
nnd wan tonight can I do anything?"
,His voice expressed so much sincerity that Mercedes almost yielded
to his sympathy. "I'm not really
tired, Webster," she said. "Perhaps
Jtt't a bit blue." Here Bob Fuller
and Iteulah Osborn came running to
them.
here In
"There's & real gypsy-r-oHeulah. "We
the grove," grasped
found him listening to the music.
He says he'll tell our fortunes; come
on. children."
shivered slightly, as
Mercedes
Webster pressed her arm. She hated
herself for not trusting him more, ne
was always courteous and generous
..e
to her. "Only a dirty gypsy,
was saying, urging her away from
her friends. Don't let him touch
your sweet hands, Mercedes? I could
not stand it! It's no use you must
know I love you won't you give
me a chance to win your confidence
and favor t
The girl hesitated and Wetvter
followed up with, "Since that
wretched bank business you have no
seemed quite friendly. Tou half
seem to like me and yet " Mer
cedes flung his detaining arm from
her.
"You're right. I don't understand
It. I don't doubt your honesty, Web
ster but I II never believe that you
cousin Hussell L dlahonest, no mat
iter who says so!"
Webster bit his lip savagely. "Does
look rea?onable if he were not
it
guilty that he would keep away from
his home and friends? Who hears
from him?" he gave Mercedes
searching glance.
"I caught
him
Mercedes, robbing the bank red
handed he's a dog!"
The girl shrank from his words
"I uon'i believe you," Bhe said
slowly, nnd flitted out into the yard
"An honest palm and true," chant
One that never
ine lortune teller.
forget." Mercedes raised her eyes
in astonishment and slowly
crim
soned as he went on. "Great happi
ness may come out of unrest, lady.
and before anyone could Interfere
he had slipped a curious 'dull metal
ring on Mercedes' little finger.
wishing ring old and rare, gypsies
ail have them what your heart de
fires much, wish for." and before
the now silent group had time to
wonder the gypsy had disappeared
among tne trees.
Mercedes stood In her open win
dow after the party was over. The
gyvy and Webster and Kussell Mln
or were blended strangely In her
thoughts.
Through ine pain of not
(hearing from her old friend since his
disgrace she knew
loved him
Some Instinct told her that if he
with
could he would communicate
her. There came the doubt. Surely
Webster would not accuse his own
cousin, who had been brought up
with him like a brother,
without
cause! It was all so bitter.
Twisting the little wishing
ring
on aer ringer.
nervou-lMercedes
sobbed to the trees, "But I feel that
he's honest, and that there's some
awful Injustice done him! Oh, Ru
sen, t wisn you could hear me say
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most heated season. The fishing is
THE tine, but how can you fish without
bait, now that Alabama has gone
dry?

HAYE YOU POUR

STOCKINGS
weighs, In round
If a millionaire

number,

two tons.

were called upon
to cash In and carry off his gold In
hurry, he would not be able to get
away with much of It, unless he had
a couple of wagons with good stout

Gross Kelly & Co.

No Breaking-i- n
needed

(Incorporated)

hones.

Abcut 4fl pounds Is whnt a man
can pack on his back. In gold coin
this would not be more than $10,000
and It Is the history of great bank
nnd and iraln robberies In which
gold coin hns figured, that one man
can get away with little more than
this amount.
A million dollars in gold coin will
make a pile containing 17 cubic feet.
Suppose It to be stacked up In a
column a root square, It would b 1
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A thud
of a small missile cast
against her screen startled her from
the window. Something
white lay
Just outside It. Mercedes lifted th
screen, and with her pulses pound
ing in her excitement picked It up,
A note closed about a pebble met
her eyes.
"Come to the grove, and bring the
wishing ring, sweetneart. Russel.
A moment later with a cry of Joy
she was clasped in Ilnells arms
""You played the gypsy,"
breathed
Mercedes happily against his breast.
"I came back to be cleared, sweet
heart. I took Webster s crime on
my shoulder to save Uncle Charles,
I owed him 'so much, and I "was
afraid it would kill him. But he has
found it out for himwlf and ordered
me back. Webster don't know yet.
I shall be cleared.
Do you really
care?"
you dldn t send me word, re
proached the girl.
"I didn't dare, for fear Td betray
myself. The secret had to be kept
until I was released from It and n
might have been years, dear."
The hand that carried the little
wishing ring was tucked softly away
In Russell's as they walked back to
the house. "That was a pretty Idea
or mine, that wishing ring, now
wasn't it, darling?"
said Itus.-el-l
lovingly.
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

T. E. PURDY,
:
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Carries the largest and Host
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Whether from Keg or Bottle
the "Geara of Quality" is a
Blatz promise.
Just ask for
-Blatz" and tee that you get it,
STKItW SCIIMtSS & CO.
ai; West Central Ateiiue.
Telephone 112.

ososoaKimXimMoajoajcmcmcmorm

U Ue Bouthwest.

fi

Telephone Si.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

ul

W BLATZl
Every bottle bearing V
W the familiar triangular
I label and every glass T
that s drawn from a Blatz
keg is full, of character.

NEW MEXICO.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Your trip one long to be remembered-Eve- ry
Beau-Tif-

Qteitlcs

L. B. PUTNEY

Us for information, we will make

MILWAUKEE

lkft

a. PATTERSON

AUlUVLKHQCK.

Fare is low, Los Angeles only

There's Class WjM

Ban, Babbit Metal;

cmci i3oarding
Livery
West SUrer Aroma.

And you're there tomorrow. The

comfort will be yours.

BrM Cartlnga; Ore, Coal and Lumbar Can;

W.

You can leave today

Fifty dollars round trip.

Machine Works

Column aad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
tt.p7ra om Mining mud Mill MaeMmmry a Maaaiaitw
Foundry ast aid. ot railroad track.
Albuquerque, W.

The Santa Fe has three trains
Each day-th- ey
carry the best
Y

.

roprftor

m. MALL,

Inga, Pulleys, Grade

Good! Let us plan your trip

Equipment-HARVE-

Foundry and

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

.
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LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

F. H. STRONG

There arc about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is on place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at recos, New Mexico.
of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce in abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing in
the territory.
Tou can live in a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
you please.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN go asYou'll
find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined, if you are
MANAGING EDITOR
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for recuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The "Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
.$5.00 Valley Ranch.

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company
W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

si'BscmmoN
One year by mail In advance
One month by mall
One month by carrier within city limit

Tho only Illustrated dally newspaper

AMONG

60

In New Mexico and

the best

M.,

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

Not Going Out of Business

THANKSGIVING
DUCKS

All Stoves and Ranges

25

GEESE
5fte SFinanciaf Sfrcu6Ces
Frenzied finance has been weighed In ths balance and found wanting.
It Is the old story, with alight variations. In Its final analyst! It Is simply
The
the failure of an attempt to
the capital of the country.
Volume of business, aa represented In salaries and products, has outgrown
the means for Its manipulation.
The people have been trying to do the
Impossible thing.
There 4s no precedent In all the wide world for an unceasing ascendancy In values, either as applied to service or supplies.
Long
years of prosperity are bearing their Inevitable fruit, and It Is not pleasant
to the taste nor pleading to the eye. All would have been better pleased if
there had been no Interruption to the Increase In values. It has been very
nice for those tollers who have had their wages raised from time to time
during the prosperous years that have come and gone.
The reaction that
new stares them in the fact la not so agreeable.
Had wage earners been
wise they would not have consumed all the reward for their services as received.
Too many of them have done that sort of thing, and now there la
no reserve upon which they can fall back to tide them over until there 4s
Some, alas, have been even more
another return of the upward movement.
They have been discounting the future.. They have said to themunwise.
selves, the days that are to come will be even better than those we are now
enjoying, and so they have contracted liabilities beyond their power to compass.
They are to be pitied, of course, but they are to be blamed as well.
No one bas the right In prosperous times to go the very limit of his Income
In living expenses.
Such a course is a presumption on the future that always results in trouble, and unfortunately the Innocent have to suffer with
the guilty.
'
THE CAUSE AND THE CURE.
The trouble is on all right.
Some have been expecting It for many
rnonth.".
Jt Is not due tq any one cause. It simply was to be, and Is. It
laf the natural swing of the pendulum.
The movement has been on for a
year.
There has been a quiet shrinkage In stock and bond values all through
the year. It is true the shading has been irregular, but the general trend
The wonder has been that this tendency was so long
has been downward.
In developing surface troubles.
The only reason that can be assigned for
the delay in such manipulations Is in the general strength of the financial
Upertructure, which was able to resist the attacks from those sources.
There are branches of business that are not altogether dependent upon the
movements in the New York Stock Exchange.
Some things are more necessary to the welfare of the people than the manipulation of stocks and bonds;
and yet so much of the country's business Is now carried! on by the corpora-lion- s
whose capital Is represented In these stocks and bonds that whatever
affects-th- e
values fif these 'securities produces an influence that'"airoety"orln-direotl- y
touches all forms of business, and has a bearing on all the activities
ef life. Back of this shrinkage In the values of stocks and bonds, and at
leaf t one of the contributing causes, has been the general attack on the business of corporations, both from federal and state sources.
Some work of
this kind lit isolated cases may have been necessary, but even that disagree-abl- e
(No
one can afford to
task might have been more prudently managed.
shield the guilty, whether found in high 'places or low places, but no one has
There
the right to inflict punishment, or even suffering, upon the innocent.
are legal methods for apprehending, trying and. punishing the guilty, but
newspaper
or magazine articles. Thoe
those methods are not to be found in
who resort to such means for attacking great business Interests have been
doing more harm than good, and richly deserve the criticism they have received from those who believe in a square deal.
THE RIGHT COURSE.
There are two ways of handling the present trouble.
It can be aggraNo well wisher
vated and prolonged, or It can be minimized and shortened.
of the country or at the people will willingly contribute to make things
worse, while all will probably do the best they know how to bring the difficulties to a epeedy end.
Great wisdom will be needed In shaping the best
course to pursue In the solution of the problem that confronts the whole
country at this time.
It is plain that tome things that have been done and that are being done
even now are not in the nature of pouring oil on the troubled waters. Hoarding money is one of theee disquieting things, whether by the private IndividIssuing flat money or any kind of paper money
ual or by a corporation.
for general use that takes the place" of flat money Is a questionable proceeddising.
The abandonment of great business enterprises and the whole-alcbarge of employes are not going to help matters.
In some lines, where they
' Some reduction in wages may be necessary.
'
have been abnormally advanced In the last few years, a reduction in wages
temporarily would be far better than any general reduction In the force. If
It be true, as many believe, that the country has outgrown its capital, some
new alignment of values in various directions Is absolutely necessary to keep
things moving until there can be a new and upward start made all round.
A little relaxation wJ distributed will do no harm to the people or to the
Hut there should be no general
Industrie and business of the country.
stoppage of any form'ef legitimate business.. Employment must be founa
for the usual number of people, but they must be content to share the reverses of their employers as they have been to share their prosperity. The
Give hope
way to beget confidence Is to exhibit It in what Is ald and done.
right of way. Relegate fear to the rear. A general adjustment to meet the
new conditions will work.no hardships to any sections of the country or to
any considerable number of Individuals In the country.
Once on the new
plane, things will move as moothly as before.
,
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6 inch Stove pipe - -6 inch Stove pipe elbows
See
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ABOUT TOWN j

9c Joint

Holiday Cutlery

8c Joint

iBWUMMMWHIHHHiH
Some more Kream Klips. Everybody likes them. Richelieu Grocery.
R. H. Greenleaf, Ed. Stelner and
Ed Becker returned yesterday from
a three days' hunting trip in the Rio
Puerco country.
Fine, fat young
turkeys
for
Thanksgiving. Place your order early
Richelieu Grocery,
Among the late arrivals In Albuquerque is Mrs. Laura E. Mower, of
Maiden, Mais, tfhe Is an Intimate
acquaintance of J. H. Hannan of the
Boston & Maine railroad, who was
with us prominently several years
ago.
Sirs. Mower expresses herself
as being well pleased with the town
and.lts people, and proposes to make
her permanent home with us.
Makings of a pretty nifty Thanksgiving dinner at the Richelieu grocery.
' Administration
headquarters for
the Black Mcvsa North national forest
reserve will be moved from Flagstaff
to Showlow, Ariz., Dec. 1, according
to advices received by D.
chief Inspector of the forest service
In New Mexico and Arizona.
T. S.
Woolsey. Jr., has been appointed
supervisor
acting
of the forest until
a regular appointment can be made
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Red,

Tan, Grey, also White
at the special low price

$0.50

January 1.
Just received

plain
buckwheat
flour in bulk, a bo prepared buckwheat In packages. Richelieu Grocery.
The current number of the Southwestern Miller, a weekly trade Journal, published at St. Paul, Minn., devotes two pages to comment on New
Mexico under the title "The Lat of
the Southwestern Pioneers." Included In the article are short sketches of
M.
(lent, Oliver
Bledsoe. Charles
Perry Wiggins, Smith Simpson, Major Llewellyn. Max Frost, Kifego
Baca and others. The 'paper contains
a. good many Interesting anecdotes
connected with early days In New

Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.
'
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Don't fall to read carefully
The
Wagner Hardware Co. advertisement
in this paper.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people without
a penny's cost the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all
Help a good enue by buying tickets from the ladies of tlie
IVjievoli'iil AsMM'utllon for
tlio Charily Ball at lllkV Ucia
lloustt November 2Mb.
Non-Sectari-

Albuquerque's Own
Mountains.

Picturesque

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

X

50 inches wide, worth
$3.50 yard. Colors-Na- vy,
Brown,

Carvers

Prices Before Buying

upon purchasing

Best Quality
Bear Skin
Cloakings

'
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For
The Baby

FletWier Cook Will Deliver Itfnclpal
AiUlr1"" An Elulxirate I'ro-- ,
gram is Arranged.
Annual memorial services of f
Klk will be held '
F.lks' theat
' "..
'tej-ni..'w 'k. R'
the i
Fletcher CooV
I dejh
John's EplBCOp.
Interest
the memorial addi .tr 4
ing musical program will oe given.
A male quaret composed of Messrfc.
McLaudreas, Washburn
Nettleton,
and Maynard will sing "The Beautiful Country;" Mrs. Riy McDonald a
the
With
solo entitled, "Forever
Lord," and a ladies' quartet composed of Miss Reynolds, Miss Strong,
Mrs. Washburn
and Mrs. Collins,
l&lve
"tine Sweetly Solemn Thought." The
There is uo use in enumerating theiiumber of things, for which the na- Elks orchestra will render several
classical selections.
tion and the territory owe special thanks upon this occasion.
The memorial services will be open
Today is the day set apart for national and local thanksgiving, and It
to me pudiic ana inuicuuons po.ni
,
4s for each one to offer up his thanks as to him feems best.
a large attendance.
During the year, which has aa quickly slipped away, every man, woman
and child has had blessings, trials, sorrows, suffering and tribulations.
WORMS.
There are some with as who were not here a year ago and there ure
wveu kind of r.Hiinl
There
are
many vacant chairs beside our fireplaces.
But take It all In all, the old worms found in the Intestine of a
To Mm who has done his best It Is liorx".
world is no worse a place than before.
Some ure small hut Home of
a better world.
tlieiu urow to a length of over three
In our national as in our private life, there have been many blessings feet and enter the kuhiiucU ami are
Worms are
In disguise, very injurious.
Hut a tribulation Is often a
likewise many tribulations.
by a ravenous apiM'tile, dry
no who Is there that can say "l have nothing to be thankful for?"
About
pot
yellowish
huir
Ik'U.v.
a
anil
the only one for whom the day may not be one of rejoicing Is the festive mould will lie wen aroundA the
anus.
turkey, but humanity owes a special blessing for the turkey alone.
get
they
tlie
Wlieu
stonuieli, the
into
The people of Albuquerque and of New Mexico ure generally observing horse will turn up Ins upper lip and
rub them ajraliiHt the wall or mangthe day of thanks as each Individual sees fit.
The Citizen goea to press at an earlier hour In order that Its employe er, "luteriuilioiial Worm Powder"
Is positively guarantee! to rid your
may have at least fart of a day to use as they will.
So let us all give thanks today and let us not weight our blessings or home of worms and eorrex't the disof the system that
our sorrows In the balance of our neighbor's.
For none can say that the orderedto condition
prxxluee them.
If It ever
other Is the more fortunate or the less fortunate, since each life U but a lends
your
money
will bo promptlv
falls
part of the great eternal plan and we all till a niche for which let us give refunded.
E. W. 1'cv, UOi-llSouth
thanks.
tlrst street, l'lione IS.

exU-tln-

.Thanksgiving S&le Cotleii
Our elegant Line of
AND

e

The well known labor leader, John Mitchell, has been upending a few
In Washington, and was very optimistic over the general situation and
to have are
The only fears he
the Industrial phases of the country.
of overproduction, "but as long as there Is employment for the people and
purchasers are to be found," ho Insl-t- s there is no danger of hard times.
"The laboring classes ate in better condition today than ever before, in this
or any other cuuntry.
The working man Is better housed and better fed
and enjoys moie simple pleasures than In the past," declared Mr. Mitchell.
He is very sanguine as to the elimination of coal ttiikes In the future.
Agreements now
have Several years to run, and there is no indicaMr. Mitchell Is a man of Intertion of any desire to break these contracts.
esting personality black hair, smooth face, sharp, black eyes and always
maintaining bis self poise, there Is something in his manner and bearing that
indicate. an Intense dynamic force. The popularity of Mr. Mitchell was atInquiries
tested recently by the wide concern felt during his recent illness.
regarding his condition weru received from every part of the country.
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We Meet AH Competition!!

TURKEYS

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

days

PREPARATIONS

ad-

THE ArJBCQCERQVE CITTZEN IS:
The leading Republican dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
Tlie advocate of Republican principles and tlio "Square Deal."
THE AMU'QCERQVE CITIZEN HAS:
Ttie finest eqnlpiml job department In New Mexico.
The la I est rcjiorts by Associated lro n and Anxlllary News Service.

et Us

THANKS0IVIN0

dining room furniture Is particularly
essential, and In view of this fact
we have selected a very desirable line
of elegant am) artistic dining tables,
chairs and sideboards. An early Inspection should hs mads, as the price
we are asking for such superior furniture makes them a most desirable
See our line of handdecoration.
some chlnaware
at prices beyond
competition.

BO

o

vertising mellum of the Southwest,

FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE, RUGS

rates

Entered im neooiid-rlnmatter at the Poatofflee of Albuquerque, X.
nder At of Congros of March S, 187.

2S, 1907.
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' &ndla and Manzano
'". '
Albuquer-Ji- e
e at o

"inual rendezous of
.nllng parties probably not
.en of the Inhabitants of
ver explored the pictures-('- s
of the great rugged range
so
in their daily Jives as the
fomb
uii, background of the east
ern horuon. We In Albuquerque are
to
taking expensive
accustomed
jaunts to California and the Grand
Canyon for our outings, and to gath
er ,.,,our mountain scenery
on post
,lf
m.,...ui
Ule ,Sa
Francisco peaks In Arizona
lln(, O)ioru(1.s
noted mountains.
Wullv Albuquerque people, western-t- o
ors bv
iVHrs of the onen.
have denied lhe.m.-elve- s
the pleasure
of exploring Alhuqeurque's own moun
journey
tains because the
involved
considerable overland travel and the
incident hardships.
Trip .No
Vol nous.
The necessity JUKr
for thesi inconvenience.' will shortly be a thing of the
past. With the beginning of Iraffic
on the Helen cut-oa short and
comfortable route will be opened Into the very heart of New Mexico's
finest mountain retreat. At any of
the small stations between the moutn
of Abo canyon
slid Mountainalie
one may piuno directly from the
railroad into the picturesque forest
primeval, and the trip overland by
ea.-slaves back to the city Is not
one u person of ordinary physique
need apprehend.
A Citizen
ome
representative
time ago made a trip overland around
the circle from Albuquerque to Hepass, and up
len, thence i i Abo
through the rugged Manzano mountains to Hell canyon and on across
Tijeras and Hear canyons. The trip
was taken purely as an outing, with
by
comfortable equipment
carried
d
pack horses and the traveling
to a few miles a day, moving
from one natural camping point to
another. All along the forty miles
of
excellent
traversed
mountains
camping quarters
with . abundant
st ring water were always easily located. Although in midsummer the
nif lit air In the mountains was bitting cold, wlille Albuqeurque
was
sweltering In heat, th chief coiMern
of the party was to iqake the sup- -

te

,,,

.,.

ff

con-line-

ply of blankets go around.
Tlio Gran Qulvera Country.
Tired and dust begrimed from the
long drive, the cavalcade dragged into the mouth of Abo pass one evening just as the' fun was dropping
over the western horizon. Slipping
the harness from the Jaded horses,
supper was- postponed by common
consent for a few minutes . enjoyment of the scene. Albuquerque can
boah.t of magnificent sunsets, but the
view afforded of the western heavens
from the eastern divide la one long
to be remembered, and the vast
stretch of the Rio Grande valley
spread out In a great panorama from
this point rivals the grand canyon in
awe inspiring grandeur.
iNear the mouth of Abo canyon lie
the ruin., of the ancient Gran Qulvera, whose mystery has been written and sung In the tales of Coron-ad- o
and the Spanish conquistadors
fpr centuries, but never solved. Pictures and descriptions of the ruins
have been scattered broadcast, but
one needs see the rluns himself to
grasp their significance. Who these
mysterious ancient people were.when
and why they founded this settlement, with years of patient labor,
only to be annihilated and deserted,
must be questions probably unanswered with those clustering about
New Mexico's ancient cliff dwellers.
Ot.ec an only know that at one time
a strong clan of Industrious and
people labored here and
foundeX a settlement with toimnse
stone .butldlngs and rock ribbed
by
if destroyed
Mege must Iwrve been the scene of one
of the world's great unrecorded battles.
Ranch on Mountain Top.
From Abo pass the long me--- a trail
northward was followed, with occasional excursions Into tlie adjacent
canyons. At the foot of ' the Rosea,
mountain
the great slab shaped
plainly visible from Albuquerque,
though forty miles distant, the wagons were discarded and the provisions and equipment loaded on pack
horses. The ascent was first made to
the top of the peak up the torturous
trail from Lojua canyon. After ten
miles strenuous climbing, the top was
reached, and the climb repaid by one
of the most Interesting scenes to be
found even In the wilds of picturesque mountains. On the crest of the
mountain, surrounded by a park of
pines, a comfortable
ranch home
owned by a Mr. Rhea, who s we11
known In Albuquerque, afforded a
welcome snelter. The ranch has been
In operation for some ten years, and
although hampered by many handicaps, and In the winter often entirely shut in from the world by the
deep now in the canyons, the fain-4i- y
have prospered and appear happy ajid contented In their unique and
isolated home. The altitude at this
point Is between ten and eleven
thousand feet, and the ranch Is one
of the few in the country operated
above the ten thousand foot level,
lite Tnjlque Ita.siii.
From the Rosea north. .an! along
the great hogback the scene is one
of marvelous virgin beauty. Magn'-tlceparks of hundred foot pines,
dense groves of oak, sylv. , retreats
overhung with blue tinged juniper,
and the voluptous uiiaergrowth of
are a
gnis aiul mountain Mowers
constant delight to the eye after
davs over a desk or counter In the
city.
Gradually
the trail drops downward Into the great Tajique basin,
a tiat several miles across, rimmed
bv mountains on all .'ides, and covered with a dense growth of pines and
cedars.
dlere at night the tempting call
of the wild turkey came wafted
down from the pines, and on several occasiones deer sprang out of the
underbrush along the arroyos. fortunately the party was not equipped
wilds
for hunting for mountain
with game In view lend a strange
and
midsummer,
in
fascination even
the conin these deep fastnees.se
science smoulders and the game warden seems a long way otf.
tiiiiiliin to tlie Summit.
From the Tajique basin the trail
was taken up the east side of the
two great peaks which stands out
fi prominently on the southeastern
horizon from Albuquerque. Insignificant dents in the sky line they appear from the city, but to stand at
the foot of the sneer rugged climb
to their final summit one longs for
the fairy of Jack and the bean stalk.
All day the party tolled up the
trail, and when night came the sombre peaks still loomed many hundred feet above. Camp was made for
the night beneath an immense boulder, and the journey continued before

sunrise. Just as the fir.--t streaks of
daw n lighted the eastern plateau behind us, we scaled the northern
peak.
One may stand awe Inspired before
the marvels of the Colorado's gorge
and the grandeur of the Yosemite,
but until he has overlooked the Rio
Grande valley from one its towering
sentinel posts uch as this, he has
missed one of the world's truly great
nature paintings.
Scene of Magnificent Iteauty.
Below, in undulating waves of cactus studded sand dunes, the vast
mesa stretches away, dipping gradually to the thread of silver which
marks tha course of the Rio Grande
20 miles westward and rising with
the gradual monotony to the horizon
line beyond. Almost due west the
majestic outlines of Mount Taylor
stands.; out abruptly against the. turquoise' sky. a striking background to
the vast stretches of colorless mesa.
As the sun slipped up over the Bos-c- a
the sombre tints gradually faded from the nearby canyons
and
great stretches of upland woods,
rugged crags and lessen peaks came
slowly Into being from the shadows.
Out on the mesa great rounded
knolls, gilded by the rising sun,
seemed to rise suddenly to view, and
lake a subtle metamorphosis the Intricate topography- of the valley gradually took on its familiar aspect.
Night had flung aside her last flimsy guaze and day was abroad In the
land.
t'p tlie Hell Canyon Trail.
.Reluctantly leaving its 12,000-foaerie, the party made Its way down
the long northern Blop Into Lsds Mo-yCanyon and over the low hogback
Into Hell canyon. Here the evidences
of the mining boom of a number of
years ago are still apparnt. Hundreds
of prospect holes dot the flats about
the mouth of the canyon and a number of houses and considerable
ystill remain on the ground.
The buildings of the former Camp
Birnle resort are now occupied as
headquarters for the forest ranger
who has charge of this district.
A few miles up Hell canyon Is the
mouth of the beautiful little Canyon
Honita, where the ranchman
was murdered in 1903. This
is one of the prettiest spots in the
Manzano mountains, and the story
of the grue-som-e
tragedy which has
Just been avenged in the Albuquerque courts seems strangely out of
place In this pastoral setting.
Twelve miles up the tortuous
Hell canyon trail Is the village of
ot

as

ma-chin- er

er

Kscabosa, located on the crest of the
divide and surrounded by a beautiful
natural park of lofty pines carpeted
with od. From this point the Tijeras
trail was taken westward, a Halt being made at Camp Whitcomb, where,
the party scaled the precipitous
bluffs and followed the ridge northward to eBar canyon, and thence
down the excellent mesa road into
the city.
iMost Albuquerqueans are more or
less familiar with Tijeras and Bear
canyons, but until he has explored
the more remote recesses of the Ma-zamountains which will soon be
easily accessible, one can have little
conception of the scenic grandeur
and ruggedi primitive beauty of
own mountains.'' '
-
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I earing tlie Worst.
The last weeK1 almost makes one
wonder If we are to have our early
summer weather repeated during the
winter months.

O

Justifiable Homicide.
A New York
man killed two
thieves found prowling about his hen
house, and must stand trial for murder. It i.t understood his defense Is
that they stole an egg.

a

Too Much.
that the
Santa Fe train which was wrecked
In Albuquerque Sunday night
Was
exactly on time.
Kven "Santa Fe
luck" won't stand such a: hoo-do- o
as that.

It has been discovered

o ...

Real IxmuI Color.
One scene hi David Helasco's new
play Is to be laid in Albuquerque. It
is to be hoped it will not be on Central avenue. It is doubtful If chorus
girls in rubber boots would make a
hit.
Walt Till the Clouds Roll by. Nellie.
Nellie Jamer.-ocame In Monday
with her father, who is delivering his
spring shoats.
Miss Nellie reports
that the roads have been so muddy
there is not much doing on Tick
Ridge socially this fall. Ah there,
boys. Titusvllle, Iowa, Clarion.
STAGE TO JF.MEZ., LEAVES 211
WEST GOIJ) EVERY MnRXl.NO AT
5 O'CIXX K.

oooooooocoooo
The Vhitson Music Co.
ESTABLISHED

882

I

Representatives of the Only

nt

eiHIICKERING PIANO
Everett, Baumeister, Kimball, Harvard,

Schaeffer, Straube.
Interior I'iano Players. Kimball. Marshall, Wendell,
Sheet Music
Edison Talking Machine
Victor Talking Machines
Call and Hear our New Records.
Open Evenings
iiiU,0 Tu,,lllg

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RU P PE

RIGHT
203

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

BANK

AVE-

OF

COMMERCE.
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The Lobby i
H. H.

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars

!

Free Lunch Day and Night

Samutls,

115

Prop.

WeSt Central

AYe.
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oooeoooooeooooo

Thursday,

NovKMnF.it

wajPT sals
ALBFQTTKRQtTE

28. ino7.

mm

Cbickasaw
Indian
Beadwork
Exhibit.
Very
Beautiful
Designs

a

l'cr-fum-

:

Clob House Goods will
soft yoa exactly. Yot
will find them the best
yotf ever used. Clob
House customers never
change.

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

ARE ALL SOCORRO

THAT

LDINGS

SPECIAL
Fresh Dairy Butter twice
from Matthew's jeney farm.

week

O

. J. MALOY
.214 Central Avenue
I

GIRL

QUERQUE

Socorro, N. M., Nov. 28. (Special.) The entire city Is In mourning over the death of little Carrie
Lewis, the
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis, which
occurred yesterday. The funeral took
pjaee today and was largely attend-

Work on the new Ptrlckler- - Luna,
Gradl and Whitten buildings Is progressing rapidly and the latter two
building., it is announced, will be
THAN KSGIVIXG UINSEK
ready for occupancy by January 1.
AT THE COLUMBUS HOTELi
building, will be
The Strickler-Lun- a
completed and ready to
Turkey with Oyster Dressing
In
next
months.
few
the
Mashed Potatoes Lima Beans
Work has begun on the third story
Roast Pig, Sweet Potatoes
building and
of the Strlckler-Lun- a
Cabbage Salad Cranberry Jelly
the roof will be on by the first of
finishing
year.
Interior
new
The
the
Ca'
Assorted
Mince Pie
work In now being done in both the
Nuts
Oranges . Raisins
Uradi and Whitten buildings.
Dinner, 35 cents.
The big three story Whitten building at South Third street and West
COLUMBUS HOTEL
Gold avenue wTll bo occupied by B.
wholesale dry
lltleld & Company,
204 South Second St.
goods and groceries. The new Gradl
building will be occupied by Totl
& Gradl grocers.
The Southwestern Brewey & Ice
Company la preparing lor the erecOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJO tion next spring of new buildings
and additions no the. plant wh!ch!
will be considerably enlarged. ArchHENRY'S
itect J. L. LaDriere is drawing up the
improveplans) for the
proposed
Cleaning and Pressing
ments.
building
large
plans
a
for
call
The
Works
for the bottling works, an additional engine and compressor room, an
greeztng
Ice tank and
additional
The most
storage
room and an additional
cleaning and pressing
room. Work on the Improvements
will begin early next spring.
parlors in the city.
residence of
The new seven-rooJesus Romero, on Sixth street beProp,
A.
Gardner,
J.
tween Copper and Tijeras avenues,
Will be completed by Christmas.
West Silver Ave.
109-1- 1,
The alterations being made in the
residence of James Eakln, 918 South
Third street, will be finished by JanOCXDOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXIOOOOOO
uary 1. The home of F. H. Lester,
Central avenue, which has been undergoing alterations, will be ready
for occupancy In a few week.".

eight-year-o-

The bereaved father Is a sargeant
territorial mouated police and
he and Mrs. Lewis are among the
best known people of Socorro county. The little girl, who was carried
away by an acute case of typhoid
fever, was a favorite
of all who
knew her, being unusually bright for
her tender years. The disease first
made its appearance in the form of
ulcers In the throat and caused the
child untold pain. Death came as a
relief.
Xavntu Put to Work.
The Navajo Indiana who were arrested some time ago for 'shooting
deer and sentenced to 30 days in the
county Jail have been put to work
tearing down the old Masonic hall
J which
was purchased by the county
some time ago. After this property
is removed Baca avenue will extend
in a straight line to the court house,
I
later on it Is to be rut through to
I California
street, which will be quite
an improvement to this part of the
city.
Sickle Buys Into Aviary.
Frank Sickles of this city 'has
bought an interest
in the L. R.
UvUckery aviarw JJr. rouckery came
to this city last spring and started in
with about '50 colonies, he now has
about .400, and with the assistance
of Mr. Sickles expects to Increase his
during
business considerable
the
coming season. Mr. Douckery is an
experiencedbee man, and has demonstrated that Socorro is a first Class
place for this industry.
Itedmond-ColdwcNuptials.
A very pretty wedding was celebrated in this city today when Miss
Lillie Colwell of Magdalena, and J.
H. Redmond,
of
Leadvllle, Colo.,
were married at the church of San
Miguel. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. Father Martin. The
bride and groom were attended by
the bride's brother and sister, J. Colwell and Miss Florence Colwell. After the ceremony the wedding party
repaired to the Winkler hotel, where
a wedding breakfast was served. The
groom Is stationary engineer for the
Development company of
Kellup, N. iM. The happy couple will
leave for a bridal tour through Colorado on No. 10 In the morning, after
which they will return and take "
their residence In Magdale"-oof town guests er "
James Colwell, n- Mr. and

ARE GETTING FAMOUS

That's the Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make
Edwards
:?02

&

Nickel

East Central

0K)000OsK3OsK)0000

U

There will be big doin's at the
Lobby saloon Thanksgiving day. Two
tine fat turkeys, the pride of the
Klo Grande valley, and the largest
obtainable In the market, have been
procured by the Lobby's chef, and
the savory odors from the trlmmln's
and fixln'a that would make a confirmed dyspeptic yearn for another
square meal like the days of his
youth will premeate the atcorn-fe- d
mosphere In the Lobby Thursday.
Everybody and all his friends are
sampling the lobby's free lunch
these days, and the place has gained the reputation for being the home
of the "square deal" wilh no "big
club" - in lght. Thanksgiving day
will break the record. Be on hand.
The gobbler. are waiting for you.

.eglvlng
..lUstratd art-

L. Zwickey, en. mlonophy of the Beau- his Is one ot a series of

'

.

-

i

given for the benefit of
the public school library. Mr. Gentry has very kindly ottered the services of his band gratis for this entertainment.
After the lecture there
will ue given a dance, and a pleas- ant evening Is assured ail who at-- d
end.

HOTIX ARRIVALS.

j

Alvuriulo.
A. J. Lupton, i,'. l. Folk. Deliver;
li. Hunl an. I wife, New
;;io.
Vork;
Rev. F. li. Tilghmun, St. Louis;
(j. Woinl, Lis Angeles; Hiss Mclii- ran, Seattle; A. H. Woodman, Denver; R. Warren, l S. Army, Fort
Wingaie: W. J. Sell.y, Santa Fe; c.
I1. .Miller, Denver; V. C. Lucas. Cle- Vfl.in.l; S. A. Coklren, O. H. Dav,u.
son. Kaus.u City; J. C. Knell. Las Ve- -

Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Music WhileiYouJEat;
Patronized by the Best People

NumberOne!Meals

Craig.
J. It. Thibbetis, U .llup; D. Dunna-wim- i,
Michigan; J. W. Nichols. New
York; F. H.
Sharon. Fa.; E.
T. AJtken, New York; A. Alexander,
Ix-wi-

-

Dinner
Supper

-

--

-

6to9
12

to

2

5:30107:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS. Proprietress

Mrs. John Crum Is Chaperoning Party. Which In-- ;:
eludes Many Rooters.
'

r
-

y

Var iety of design, of styles
of upholstery, of wood, and
of prices. To meet all possible requirements we keep
ail kinds or rarior furniture
to suit varied tastes and various pockets.
But no matter what the class of goods you are looking for, you may
be sure of the best of its kind at the price you want to
pay. Full Parlor Suits or separate pieces and carpets
to match your furniture choice.
-

ALBERT FABER

'J

ANSWER

'The tlnlverslty' of "New Mexico
girls' basket ball team? accompanied
by Mrs. John Crum, of tha faculty,
&a chaperon,
ard a large crowd of
left this mpTr.trig for Las
roneri
Vegas, where the 'varalfy Quintet will
meet the glr's' Lasket- tall five from
the territorial ncrm.il Vhool.
The 'varsity girls' sqiiad has been
practicing nightly for the big game
torright and promises to bring home
victory. .. Since foot Owijl was dropped by the students because the players could not keep up In their studies
Interest was revived Irt basket ball
and the result Is a well balanced girls
team and a boys' team being organized.
Lucy Edle is captain of the girls
quintet. The 'varsity team will lineup as follows: Lucy Edle, forward;
Nethie Durltng, forward: Bell Franklin, center;
Alice McMlllin, guard;
May i MoMlllen. guard; Hilda Snow-ber- g
and Clarice Pugh are substitutes. Ralph Tuscher will umpire
tonight's game In the Meadow City.
The normal girls' team will play
a return game with the 'varsity in
Albuquerque next month.
-

GIVE. US A CHANCE
fo figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A . large stock ot dry sprue
dimension on hand. Why not bay
th best when it Is Just as cheapT
It will pay you to look Into thte.

TO

Deliver.

St urges.
Appel.
Leu
Cincinnati;
W. R
Peck. i. 11. Kne. San Martial; W. J.
Seluy, Suft.a Fr; A. i'. Schnlars, Denver.
Savoy.

E. G. Conway. Santa Ft;
Robiusun, Toledo, O.
Grand Central.
L. E. Jordan, Santa Fe.

J.

C.

RIO GRANDE LUMBbR CO.

Zacarlas Padllla, justice of the
peace at San Rafael, Valencia county, when arraigned before United
States Commissioner H. R. Whiting
On a charge by his wife of violating
the Edmunds aot, waived examination and was bound over to the grand
Jury in the sum of $500.
Manuel Padla y Chaves, the defendant's father, appeared In the
commissioner'
court with his son.
'a
Rand was supplied for Padllla.
father says that his son Is the
victim of enemies and that he will
refute charges brought ngalnt him
by Uabaldon and Ortiz, the San Rafael merchants.
CLUB
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Five Cash Prices oat of Six and the Cham
pionshtp of the World Trophy Won. by the

Under wood
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This means that five winning operator out of the six In the International Typewriting Contest for the Championship of tha World at
Madison Square Garden, October 17, 1907, used the Underwood' TypeMiss R. L. Frits, who used an Underwood Typewriter, won
writers.
and broke all previous world records.
the silver cup, emblematic of the championship of the civilized world,
'Here U the record which tells Its own ttory of the excellence of the
Underwood Typewriter:
Pen- Total
Total
Net Net speed
Name
Machine written
errors alty words per min.
-t
MIhm It. I
Kritx
1ikItuimmI 6610
81
405
5214
82
2d Mr. 11. O. Illalwlcll riMU'ruood 5720
K3
Us 740 4tH0 .'
3d Mr. K. A. TrvfegtY lltuiiington
5153
T
4
470
4683
4lUMli W.M.MutUieua I'mlerwootl 4010
153
760
4150
li)4
SlhMr. 1'Miil Muntor I'mlerwood 4543
RO
070
357.1
,
Hill Minn I,. V. Ilruortim Tnilci-woo4403
&
870
175
325T
From the Boston Dally Advertiser, Saturday, October 19, 107:
How l Frits Itroke All Kcoords.
. .Mk
On an Underwood Typewriter she write 97 words a minute tor SO
minutes.
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., Oct. 18. In a contest against time,
blind fnlilfd. tonight. Miss Hose L. Frits, who last night won the world's
speed champlwhtp, on an Underwood Typewriter, wrote 87 words per
in mi, t fur 3T minutes, breaking all records.
d

Underwood Typewriter Co

'

,

latkard,

1622 Welton Street

Denver, Colorado

Wei Her.

Hoffman, Pntrldire.
Harger, Johnson,

COAL'
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KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
i he
wKh El plan for tha relief e? heart burn,

nas a gam
nristmas and not much
ect of securing any games
that time.

Type iv r
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WELL ATTENDED
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1907 VICTORY!

:

-

off Its

Phone 8.

$500 Is the Bond Required by
United States Commis
sioner Whiting.

The Commercial
club's Thanks-gtwin- g
danoe was attended by a
large number of the. members and
their friends and was a very enjoyable affair. Kxcellent music was
fornlnhed and dainty refreshment
MONEY STRINGENCY PRETh riH. nrrspnt Wfr MeHsm.
v' sfrvl
mil Mesda!r
ank McKee, Bert
eld. R. H. Collier,
h'''
Chadbourne, Chas.
JVEHTS FODIB'ill
7haves, Cowles, J.
tern. Reed, Ruth
th Telfer, Hratk-'er- s,
A Gt .... -- hey
Hendricks',
The Duke
-

Central Ave.

308-31- 0

'

be-to- re

207 West Gold Avenue
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GRANDJURY
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For This Sale

PADILLA WILL HAVE

VEGAS TODAY

rs.

Signlflnt Prayp'

Breakfast

ARE

AT LAS

ut

"May the lord help
Burklen's Arnica Save ki
writes J. G. Jenkins, of
N. C. It quickly took tl
of a felon for me and cu
wonderful short time."
earth for sores, burns am
'25c at all druggists.

The Home Restaurant

Breakfast - - . 25c
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Kates by the
week or month.

PLAYING

GIRLS

I

DOINGS AT LOBBY

A

Ui

W. Central

114

Postoffice

of the

m

Bread and Cakes

'VARSITY

ed.

te

BIG

ld

Mat Half

There are varieties,
of course, in Parlor
Furniture o h ot

A NOW

Phone 452

New Building.
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Bakery

Y

Year's Work Will Aggregate Deer Slaughtering Navajos
Are Put to Work Razing
Many Thousands of
Dollars.

French

OF LITTLE

DEATH

GOING UP IN ALBU

Picture Frames

tec

cut glass, emblems and everything else that properly
belongs to the jewelry business. Owing to the manner in which we obtain our goods, we CAN SELL
FOR LESS THAN WHAT OUR COMPETITORS
BUY. Come early and inspect our stock. Select
what you wish, and we will lay it aside until Christmas. Notice our windows.

MOURNS

...

75 Elegant

J

1

is
for a Christmas gift
NOTHING so appropriate
Emerson says the ideal gift is
one in which the intrinsic value of the article is lost
in the kindly feejing that prompted the giver. Jewelry is a luxury. It is enduring.
It affotds opportunity ior a finer exhibit of tast than almost anything else. During the year we have accumulated a
fine lot of jewelry. Diamonds in all sizes, prices
and settings, rings, studs, brooches, bracelets, cuff
buttons, scarf pins, fobs, watches, chains, necklaces,

O'RIELLY CO.

Jm Hm

Next to th

.

Keeping step with the mont progressive Drug House of tlie
Country, we are carrying m complete line of (ttxxls suitable fur
Holiday, Wedding;, and Anniversary Gifts.
Itrilllant Cut Glass,
e
UooriH,
Ininty
Dainty Hand I'alnted China, Well
In Cut Glows Itottlos, Toilet Sots, Shaving Sets, Toilet Waters,
ItruHhrs Mirrors and Toilet Articles In single pieces or sets. Handling these .goods in large quantities we are able to meet any competition.
always In charge
N. n. Our Prescription and Ping Department
of exiert registered pharmacists.

i

Regular Price

Clhtristm&s p
vSug'g'estioms

Keep Watch of Our Seven Show Windows

FAOR FTTH. 1

FREDDY"

E. J. STRONG

Newcomer's Old Stand

CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL

SUIT

OITIZKBL

SPECIALS FOR

HOLIDA Y GOODS
3

EVENING

flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
gas, nausea, and all stomach troubles. It digests what you eat. It will
make you healthy. Sold by J. II.

DeWltt'a Kidney and Bladder Pills Otlelly.
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
Clmrrty Ball. Elks'
Hou',
inflammation of the bladder.
Sold TliHiikxglvlug Kvfiilnir, XovomlMT 28.
by J H. O'Rltlly.
A good time In a gixxl euiic.

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CEIUUIXOS

mm

ANTHRACITE

0ra

Furnace,
3

Mixed,

..

CLKAX OAS COKE.

SMITHING COAIi.
NAT1VK KINDUNO.
FOH CASH ONLY.

NOTICE

is hercby givcn that
my entire stock of
groceries at 122 South Second Street, will
be closed out at cost, beginning Friday,

November 15. This means a saving of'
from 20 to 50 per cent, and affords an
opportunity to lay in a winter's supply
of provisions at little more than half price.
Every thing in the stock is in first class
condition, fresh and good. It means economy without privation.
C. N. BRIGH AM

.'

LUMP.

WOO

Something to
be Thankful For W.
surely when there Is plenty of roast
turkey and mince or pumpkin pies
for everybody.
You surely will be
thankful when you see our splendid
array of Thanksgiving
pies and
cake.4.
Mince pies and pumpkin pies
such as mother rever could make.
Leae your order early for a thick,
luscious mince or pumpkin pie.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First

St

P. MATTEUCCI
SHOE

STORE

AND

REPAIRS

Green Front
105 North First Street

tl.

TKLEPHOXE

II, HAW! & GO.

C. F. Allen
Galvanized Cornices,

Sky

and Storage

farts,

1!

1

Ltr--

-

General

1

Hot

furnaces,

Air
o

in...
huiiar

Roofin.fr,
nor. CI
-
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Jobbing

305 West Gold

PARK

EVRlTOfO

A LBTJQTTFJIQ

TTt.

THIRD ANNUAL

1100 Pieces

Drawnwork

I ll AXM AI, IMIAWXWOHK

A Few Timely

0

Suggestions
Ir.dlnn Work
Basket
f .60
timid Woven Hair Hatband.... 1.35
spaces....
3.00
200
Postcard Album, '
9.00
Art? and Crafts
Pillow
60
Mono Meln
15
Knamel Swns, Hat Pin
1.60
Teddy Burro, sinus
25
Kimono Sofa Pillow
25
Cute Head Chain
50
Spoon
Souvenir Coffee
20
Met, Irawnwork loily
05
Jap. Wood Postals. 2 for
.10
Clever Mailing- Novelties
75
coin
Brooch
Cut
40
Risque Cabinet AnlmaLs
Playing: Uards Tea Case
"5
85
A Kate Watch
Chrm
5
Men. Slik Hdkf. Pillow Top...
30
Peter Pan Purse
50
llahv Moccasins
Necktie Holder
50
25
Leather Stamp Book
Cloi.-son2.50
Vase
3. 50
Hurnt Leather Pillow
1.50
Mokl Ceremonial Basket
10
Indian Canoe ytlek Pin
75
Pine Leather Cigar Case
.SO
.
Swastika Broock. Navajo. .. .i.
1.00
Jap. Ivory Hat Pin.
25
Blotter and Calendar
25
Indian Peace Pipe
15
Mex. Bull Fight Fan
3s
Indestructible
Ioll
15
Pig Pen Wiper
1.00
lslcta Beaded Ban
10
Velvet Flower Postals
BO
Oc.ld Nugget Stick Pin
25
Pueblo Rain llod
20
Indian Papoose Carrier
25
Jap. Match Holder
16
,
Shingle Calendar
1.50
Mrs. Katzenjammer Doll

......

Jap. Hras
Swastika Hat Pin
Va-s-

e

I

ments from satisfied purchasers and a large number of discrimi
nating people, who formerly sent away for their gifts, found ju-- t
This year we

have

made

o

even

s

"O

o

tl'en come and see us. Our resource are endevery word of this, advertisement
prob- less, and we can g'.ve you valuable assistance In solving your Christmas

3

lerrw.

CUT OUT THIS AD AND SAVE IT

oQ.
3O

y.

x:

Store will be open every night from December 2nd until Christmas.
Purchases will be suitably packed and wrapped for mall or express
without extra charged.
Names or Initials burned on leather goods free.
payment of
Any article will be laid alde un til called for upon
ten per cent of the price.
Packages delivered free within the metropolitan district.
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Demlng, N. M., Nov. 28. (Special).
have
The county commissioners
called for bids for a steel bridge
10 be put acro-i- s
the Mimbres river
near Demlng. The plans and specifications for the proposed bridge are
on file t the Probate Clerk's office.
Rids will be received up to Jan. .7th,
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laundry la
A steam
town's new industries. C. H. Cameron is the proprietor.
services are
Union Thanksgiving
being held at the Methodist church
today. Rev. Wm. SicKles, pastor of
the Presbyterian church is the principal speaker.
The lodge of Improved Order of
Red Men will give a Thanksgiving
ball tonight.
Mr. a,nd Mrs. J. T. Stephens are
enjoying a visit from their daughter
Marie who has been in Chicago, 111.,
Miss Stephens Is here to recuperate
her health.
and sister.
iMrs. C. R. Gilbert
Miss Grace
Brown have removed
from Demlng to Albunuerque. N. M.,
where they will make their future
noma.
C. I. Brown has sold his beautiful residence to Mr. J. S. Hosbor- Rev. Wm. Sickles, pastor of the
Presbyterian church Is enjoying a
visit from his mother, Mrs. Mary
Walker, of Parsons, Kan.
Mr. C. E. Hearn, one of the prosperous farmers of the Mimbres valley has recently disposed of his valuable farm near town.
reports
The Demlng postmaster
has been an increase of
that there
per cent In the
nearly twenty-fiv- e
receipts of the postofflce during the
past few months over that ot the
corresponding period last year. This
is a substantial proof of the progress
and business.
of the population
Another proof la the remarkable
rush In real estate deals and rental
property.

in ths theatrical pack and In all thai
nui!lini2 of the business 11 1 nitl
uncii'lam
has always turned up as the "Joker" I
I UU11U
This! InUI IU Hillllll
In every sense of the word.
ween
largely
play
l.as
tie
iuam
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2
n written ami raiiarged. t admit
GOUTY OF MURDER
of f.ir ii.troduotlon
of new comic!
complications, scenes and surroundings, and special features of a high
With a record of 200 nights In
"Guilty
28.
order, in which even a 'f ger and
Nov.
Tucson, Ariz.,
X'h'.cago and 250 In New York th
better company than ever will be of murder In the Becond degree."
opera,
seen.
rollicking new farclal
"The
This wh the verdict returned y
Mayor of Tokio" will be the attraciorv which had been out all night
A Reliable Iteuutly for Croup.
to reach a verdict In the
tions at the Elks Opera Houe, Monthe endeavoring
With the dry, cold weather ofcrou-pcase
of A bran Lopez, a xanui, cnarg-e- d
y
day night.
early winter months, parents of
with murdering one of his fellow
children should be on the alert
The book Is by Richard Carle and
for ominous symtoms. There Is no tribesmen.
the music by W. F. Peters. The scene
This was the second Jury to set on
cause for anxiety, however, when
of the new opera is laid In Japan
having reported
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is kept the case, a previous
and deals with the adventures of a
night session that It was
In the home.
If this medicine is after un allagree.
comic opera organisation stranded In
given as soon
as child becomes unable to
Marcus Orthe Nippon
The penalty which can be given
hoarse or even after the croupy Lopez
lando Kidder, impressarlo of the luck "PECK'S BAD BOY"
is life imprisonment at hard
cough hau appeared, the attack may
less troupe Is played by John L.
be warded off. Mrs. S. Rosinthal, of labor in the penitentiary.
Kearney, who was nleoted by Mr.
Michigan, says: "We have
Carle as being the only corned ian In- ji
NIGHT Turner.
ON SATURDAY
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
the country whom he feit could rolfor ourselves and children for several
low him in the part. Mr. Kidder and
years and like It very much. I think
have
ih remnants of his Komiques
It Is the only remedy for croup and
arrived in Toklo with nadly depleted
at
laugh
loudest
people
The
)et
can highly recommend It." For sale
treasury and wordrohn. In addition
Peck's Bad Boy" that notably pop- by all druggists.
to Kidder himself, all that remains
o
which has for 20
of a troupe that left San Fram-L-elar farcA mnmcriv
,
,
Remember we carry a full line ofCO members strong for the tour of
..M.ioi
"
Dolgevllla felt slipa sour faced ardrobe ,
the far east love-slcbeyond he envious rea;h of the celebrated
song-boo- k
boy.
k
mistress, a
opera Tht.y arP lhe daintiest
Klk.'
to
coip
the
Imitation.
and most
Houhrette with Shakespearian am house Saturday
evening to again oomf(maip house shoes on the
billons and nine little girls calledth.-i-the
mun
as
in
prove
Urania,
In
the
that
ma,.k(.t
r
Rlack or colored, plain or
Peanut Haliet." At the time of
oilier things, he that keeps In closest, ... f
prices range
trimmings.
Is unforarrival the Mayor ofIn Tokio
to
likely
most
Is
nature
with
touch
75(1
fron,
tn $1,50. C. May's Khoe
a
a plot with
tunately entangled
When Stole, 314 West Central avenue.
with success.
and hake hands Geo.
Russian py. Ivan Oifulitch,
CAREFULLY LOOKED A FT Eli
W. Peck of Wis-- ;
General Satake, a conspirator who conaln wrote the
upon
which
sketches
Minister Recommend
with
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE
has entered Into an agreement
(iiaiiilM'ilulirs Couirli Remetlv.
plant Indicated & founded by n
Ivan to betray important secrets of the
humously
Chamberlain's
he
We
permission,
used
have
exclusive
Mayor
government.
Ths.
Japanese
fie
a universal human keynote, Cough Reiuedy In our home for even
lias the unfortunate habit ot tain.ng struck
'which humanity responded with years, and It has always proved to
in his sleep, and Salake persuadesc to
We
have
roars of laughter and applause. Fol- be a reliable remedy.
tilm that during one of his sominam-bullKtilowing hit lead with equal regard to found that It would do more than
he ha. betrayIt
It.
for
art,
the
claim
true
the
manufacturers
requirements
the
ff
ALBUQUERQUE
Satak
ed the secrets which in reality
aU-jroduced a tage is espaclaly good for croup and
dramatist
Furhas told ito the Russian agent. Mayor
cough.
gave
whooping
added
the
un.l
loasterp.et
the
thermore Satake informs forces his strength of vitality and IndividualRev. James A. Lewis,
unlet
the latter
dejcrlption.
The Bad Boy- Pastor Mllaca, Minn., M. C. Church.Is
.laughter Oloto to marry the conspir - ism todoubly
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Introduced and adverUimayor's sup- thus
ator he will report the Mikado,
with ed, has proved one of the best cards sold by all druggists.
ix'sed treason 10 the
oloto, however,
as a
falls in love with Julian Lincoln, the
tenor in Kidder's company, and with
the ardor characteristic of tenors in
Japan. Julian returns the maids ar- matters to
fiHlioiis. 1'iinipliiiitlng
mayor mistakes
further degree, the
Komlque.for u royal party
Kidder's
of princes and princesses w ho are
in
momentarily
expected
Toklo.
Kowtow gives the royal welcome
City
of
of
ktys
the
and hands the
Toklo to Kidder, who opens the city
up and takes the. lid on until his
Identity Is discovered and he is
thrown In Jail. A rich American,
father of the tenor, turns up at the
right time and with the asls'.ance
of his check book everything comes
out pleasantly.
hari-ka-
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2.50
1.25
35
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25

2.00
2.00
25
25
50

2.25
50

1.60
60
50

6.00
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BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
.

1 50,000.00
CAPITAL
Ofti or rs and Directors:

SOLOMON

LCNA, President.

J. JOHNSON,

W.

W. S. STRICKLER,

Assistant Cashier.

Vice President and Catdik.
WILLIAM McINTOsn,

J.

C. BALD RIDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. BLACKWELL

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
NSW MEXICO.

ALBUQUERQUE

capital and surplus. $100,000

INTEREST

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

ON

ALLOWED

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orricrmm and ommcrom
JOSHUA I. IUTNOUMI
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK UoKU
jjl . jtroiT
R. F. S.ATNOLDI

MONEY

STATE NATIONAL BANK

25

.60
.65
1.00
.25
1.00
1.00

TUK

WHEN YOU WANT

,

25

4.50
.2s
1.00
1.25
1.00
6.00

AND UNSXTRPASSED

1U08.

one of the

10

2.00
1.00

WITH AMPTiE MEANS
FACILITIES

POST OFFICE

'

75

.85
1.00

Discounted

RECEIPTS SHOW INCREASE

t

l.io

Drawnwork

Corner Railroad Ave. and First St.

Luna County Commissioners Ak for
Bids for Hew Steel Bridge
Over MUubres IUver.

80

Trading Co.

The Big Indian Sttore

"

.50
.25
1.00
1.25

Benham Indian

c

ME

E.B0

....

We are anxious to ascertain which of the local papers Is the best advtlsing medium. To determine this we shall print in each paper each day from December 2,
to December 24. a cash coupon, good for ten cents on any purchase In our store ro
the amount of one dollar. If your bill comes to two dollars be sure you have two
coupons, and If you wish to spend ten dollars, bring ten coupons and save accord-IrglAny number of coupons may be presented to apply on purchases, but
not
more than one on each dollar. During the ten days drawnwork sale the e cash coupons cannot be applied on
purchases
of drawnwork
In aditlon to
the special
Take Me With You I Am
20 percent discount, but after
December 12, they may be
applied In this way If so
Worth 10c
desired. Only those persons bringing coupons to
apply on purchases will be
Good for 10 cents on any purchase
amounting to one dollar made In our
allowed to participate In
the grand prize distribution
store from Deo. 2 to Dec. 24 Inclusive.
as described above.
BENHAM 1N1LN TRADING CO.,
Railroad Ave. to First St.

-

tht

Navajo Bracelet Back Comb . .
Indian Whirling Dancer
Leather Tobacco tiack
Arts and Crafts Needle Book ..
Large Indian Banner
Pipe Rack and Picture
Enamel Swas. Ring
Mokl Shopping Bag
Alaska Basket, with cover
Opera Length Bead Chains . .
Calendar Post Cards
Navajo Turq. Bracelets
Navajo Spoons
Filigree
tlck Pin
Lunch Cloth, 33x33
Boomerang
Indian
Indian Horse Brooch
Chemallo Pillow Top
Arts and Crafts Coin Purse..
Hdkf. and Glove Case Set
Yucca Pin Cushin . .1
Jap. Incense Burner
Baby Bracelets
Teddy Rough Rider Dolls
Row and 2 Arrows
Wall Pocket for letters
Linen Drawnwork Hdkf.
Unique Ash Receiver
Post Card Album, 100 spaces. .
,
Cribbage Se t
Zunl Bead Chain
Navajo Blanket In loom
Cactus Walking Stick
Gold Filigree Tie Pin
Navajo Pillow Cover
Calendar
Indian
Albuq. View Books
Souvenir Playing Cards
Kabl Wicker Vase
Leather Doilies, 6 inch
Ladies Moccasins
Tefeque Bead Fobs
Tiny Leather Pillow
Table Cover, Grapes

THIS COUPON IS WORTH lO CENTS

ti
G

SCENE IN FIRST ACT IN "MAYOR OF TOKIO"

IKE MAYOR

Suggestions

CUT OUT THIS AD AND SAVE IT

HOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS

2.75
40

to 12

"s.

A Few Timely

See Our Show Window Display

For ten days only, beginning Monday morning December 2nd. and
ending Thursday evening, December 12th. our entire stock of Mexican
Drawnwork will be ..irered at TWhTY PKR CUNT DISCOUNT from
regular price. marked in plain flgur es. There are over eleven hundred
fine pieces In stock. Including large teneriffe wheel center pieces, and
all size of dollies; drawnwork lunch cloths and center pieces, all
sizes, and an endless variety of scarfs, carving cloths, dollies, handkerchiefs, turnover collars, collar and cuff sets, and odd and fancy
pieces In both drawn and wheel work.
During the ten cavs special sale CASH COUPONS WILT, NOT BR
OF DRAWNWORK
BE ACCEPTBD TO APPLY ON PC Ri 'MASKS
but after December
in addition to the twenty per cent discount.
way.
In
this
12th the cash coupons may be applied

Inclusive

y

Inclusive

Last Christmas we gave away a thlrty-flv- e
dollar Navajo blanket for
a prize, and wert, vrntcv-- d
somewnat severely for not dividing our
appropriation so that more than one person would be benefited. To
please the public, ..lerefore, we have set aside for this year's prize
twenty different article-- , amounting In value to $50.0(1, which are on
display In our show window,
A numbered ticket will be exchanged for each and every cash coupon (see below) applied on purchases; but NO PRIZE
TICKETS
WILL HE ISSUED ON SALES UNLESS CASH COUPONS ARE PRESENTED. There will be one prize for each day from December 2nd
to December 24th Inclusive. The stubs corresponding to the numbered tickets will be deposited In separate boxes, one box for each day.
On Thursday, December 26th. nt twelve o'clock noon, will occur the
grand drawing for prizes, which will then be delivered to the lucky
winners on the
Our employees will not be permitted to participate in this distribution.

Discount on Drawnwork

20

December

it

NING

fTIA7?iirTtTt71iTPiT71faa

Trading Co.

e

2 to 12

Twenty Handsome Prizes

C3

Roods always marks the real opening of the
season. Last year we had numerous compli-

what they wanted In
more extensive preparations, believing thit we hive established a reputation which
In
Albuquerque.
Read
w ill bring to our doors every Chrl-- t mas present giver

Benham Indian

2

shopping

Christina.'

-

tS. 1W7.

December

PI

not- -

and offering- of unique and
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our shop.
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ADVERTIZE IN THE CITIZEN
i

Thursday, xovemrer 2,

ALBUQUERQUE

1007.

CRYSTAL THEATRE
W. R. ORENDORFF, Mgr.

Commencing

CONOR

MR. RICHARD

jft

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Dr. JECKYL

CUTLER AND ELW00D
Comedy Sketch Artists.
M'ME. lazette
And Her Australian Cockatoos and
Trained Poodles.
Latest Moving Pictures
La die Matinees Tuesday and Friday
Children's Matlness Saturday.

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

Colorado Attorney General
Outspoken In Fight
on Octopus.
Denver, Nev.
27.
The doctrine
enunciated by former Judge Alton B.
Parker and controverted by President Koosevelt In 1904, that the common law provides all the authority
neces-ar- y
to curb any trust, is being applied In Colorado In a manner
similar to the use which District-Attorne- y
John C. Bell, of Philadelphia, made of It a year ago to break
up the loeni Ice combine. Colorado
has no anti-trulaw, yet Attorney-GenerDickson
Is
proceeding
against the State combination of grocers and the local coal trust with
as much vigor as any Federal
has shown.
"trun buster"
The Attorney-Generbrought cult
against the two combines after there
had been prolonged public clamor
against the killing of competition and
the continual boosting of prices of
food and fuel. He has sought Injunction against both the organizations to prevent their further operation.
Agreement Miule.
"There Is an agreement between
the coal operators, the retailers ana
the railroads,"
said Mr. Dickson,
"thait effectually prevent
an Independent coal dealer carrying on busgrocers'
iness. The
trust likewise haa
fixed the price of commodities and
sworn Its members to secrecy. Any
man who did not obey orders found
he could get no more supplies," the
wholesalers being In the alleged conspiracy.
Is not asking
The Attorney-Generany Imprisonment or fine for the offenses committed; under the law h
cannot do that. But If he proves
his case and secures the desired Injunctions, he proposes to enforce
them by fine and Imprisonment
for
contempt If they are violated. He
hopes to get both casaj through the
courts before the end of January.
in a brief to the Supreme Court
In his 'fight to sustain the law creating the State Railroad
Commission, Attorney-GenerDickson discusses theory of Government regulation and issues a remarkable warning to the railroad.'. In part he says:
"The demand for regulation of
those engaged In a public service
and owing a public duty- Is but Just
and reasonable, ii Is more than popular clamor. The 'will of the people'
Is more than an idle phrase. The
rights of the Legislature are not
Imaginary. The constitution is not an
Instrument Intended es a means .o
evade the eternal principles of right,
liave Kmluml Much.
The good people of his State havs
endured much. They may, if compelled to do so, worry along for a time
without a railroad commission, or a
railroad law; but, as surely as they
do, there will come a time when unreasoning reform
Into
will fweep
power, and then the railroads here
engaged will be fighting not reasonable legislation.
but confiscation
under the guise of law. May that day
never come; but If it does come,
the reason and the blame will He
with those directing the misguided
forces now centered upon the defeat
of the present statute.
"We urge that tho court erect no
artificial barrier to shut off wholesome and reasonable regulation. To
do so l.i but to Invite unwholesome
and unreasonable legislative enactperment. We warn corporations
forming a public, not to eternally
oppose Just and sane regulation and
restraint; to do so is a certain way
to bring about unjust , unreasonable
and unwarranted restraint."
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail. Don't drug tha
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a makeshift. Get a prescription known to
Druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'g
Restorative. The Restorative is prepared expressly for these weak Inside nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
how quickly help will come. Free
sample test sent on request by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
Is surely worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.
Bring us your joo mors. Prlcor
:hc very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Bustnew
and calUns card a specialty.
He Fought at CJctiysiliiirg.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. T.,
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
"Kleetric Bitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had
stomach
trouble, and paid out ' much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters.
I
would not take $500 for what they
have done for me." Grand tonic for
the nged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder;
sure cure for lame back and weak
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 50c.
The Majestic Mfg. Co., of St. Louis.
Mo., have a man at the Wagner
Hardware Co. store thl week, showing the Majestic Range in actual operation, baking and serving biscuits
to the large crowds.
st

Saturday, Nov. 30
For 21 Yours Crowded ' Hoaie
Evcryu licre liave Ironounqcd

Dramatized from tli(i Famous Book
of tluit mime by
Goo.
V. leck of Wisconsin.
THE FUNNIEST OK A Tifi FAROE
Ki-(Jo- v.

comedies,
OK
LIMIT

nin brightest

LAUGHTER.
S G I tK
FROLIC.

NATlitK

HU-L-

AT-ES-

N

T

of thousands have devour-- .
ook Millions liave roar- Ml over tbe play.

ost Original Production
Ever Staged

t

'j

THEY'LL ALL BE HERE
35c, 50c

and

75c

Elks' Opera House
UL

MONDAY,

DEC. 2, 1907

The Big Musical
Record Breaker

The Mayor
of Tokio
--

People

-

75

With

fohn L. Kearney
ne Original
E T1IE

Prices

Production

Peanut Ballet Blue
bon Chorus

lie,

$1.00.

Rib-

$1.50

Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday at 8 o'clock.
GRAND

JURY
AT

CHOSEN
LAS

al

-

Richard Carle's Greatest Tuneful Triumph

75

FOR RENT 'Furnished
rooms for
light housekeeping.
Apply at 109
Fast Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 616 East Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
rooms, corFOR RENT House,
ner Central avenue and Hill street.
To a permanent tenant $12
per
month. Apply to J. F. Luthy.
FOR RENT Two furnished
front
rooms.
Call SOS
North Sixth
st reet.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, also bed rooms.
Cheapest rates In the city. Minneapolis, 624 South Second street. A.
T. Devore.
FOR RENT A nice
house,
furnished for light housekeeping.
Apply 1 Z
North First street.
rancn with
FOR RENT A
good house and water. Cash or
Address "Ranch," care
shares.
Citizen office.
FOR RENT Room furnished
for
light housekeeping.
512
North
Second street.
FOR RENT Two pleasant
rooms
for light housekeeping: also one
cheap room suitable for baching.
Apply 517 South Broadway. Mrs.
H. E. Rutherford.
1

VEGAS

Las Vegas. Nov. 28. The empanelling of a. grand Jury for the pretent term of the territorial district
court was completed yesterday, John
Quigley being appointed
foreman.
The member of the grand Jury are
as follows: John Quigley, foreman;
Felipe Leyba, Guadalupe
Jimenez.
Miguel Imuran, fciantos Vigil,
Wm.
Trainer, Jose P. Mares, Simon Tru-JillDuran,
Manuel
Pedro
Fausctln Lucero. Nicaslo Ortiz, Oreg-ri- o
Gurule, Pablo
TruJJllo, Cruz
Maesias, Cecilo Lujati. Sinfrerlano
Farin, Julio Chavez, Manuel Duran,
1. Montanyo, Canuto Romero.
o,

The finest Coftee Substitute ever
made, has recently been produced by
Dr. bhoop of Racine,
You
Wis.
don't have to boil It twenty or thirty
says
minutes. "Made in a minute"
he doctor. "Health Coffee" Is really the closest Coffee Imitation ever
yet produced. Not a grain of real
Coffee In It either.
Health Coffee
Imitation is made from pure toasted
cereals or grams, with malt, nuts,
etc. Keally It would fool an expert
were he to unknowingly drink It
for Coffee. Sold by all dealers.
Treasury Department, oltlce of the
Supervising
Architect, Washington,
D. C, November 15, 1907.
proposals wll be received at this office until 3 o'clock p. in., on the 3rd
day of January,
l)0s, and then
opened, for the construction (includgas
ing plumbing.
piping, heating
apparatus .electrical conduits and
wiling) of the U. S. postoftice at Albuquerque, New Mexico, in accordance with drawings and specifications, copies of which may be had
at the oltlce of the Custodia,n of the
Site or at this oltlce, at the discretion of the Supervising Architect.
JAMBS KNOX TAYLOR,
Supervision Architect.
Piles Cured In
to 14 Days.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, blind,
pilr-rnoo.ltnir or iirtru.t!r
In f to

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
Relieves Colds by working them out
of the system through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing tho
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"A pleasant to tha
as Maple Sugar"

tte

Children Like
Fir

BACKACHE

DeYlU'i K!dM

It

WEAK KIDNEYS Try

mi BHdsr

Pl!!i-S- ura

tod Sifa

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

FOR RENT

1

30-ac- re

FOR SALE

al

With a brighter pkt tlian ever
Bigger CMint than ever Etih more
successful tlian ever See Uie Bad
Hoy at his best The Groccryman
In worse
ir
Wow tltc
mot versatile, and talentV-- comedians.

Prices

al

al

Peck's
Bad Boy

A SSIFIED ADS

C1

.

TRUSTS

MANDELL

His Own Creation

and Mr. HYDE
Scotti's Pictured Melodies

PAOF. REVIEW.

LAW

WILL SMASH

Monday, November 25.

Presenting

CITIZEN.
0

120 W, Gold Avenue
Polite Vaudeville for Ladles, Gentlemen and Children.

EVENING

FOR SALE Handsome five year old
horse, new buggy and harness at
a bargain. Phone 1303, or 1482.
FOR S AUK Four-roomodern
brick cottage, 4th ward. Cheap for
a few days. P. o. Box 218.
FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
Flneron.
FOR SALE Standard
bred collie
pups. None finer in the territory.
402 South Edith street.
Wm. Bel-den.

FOR SALE
modern,
brick dwelling, best location In
city. A. Fleischer,
2124 South
Keonnd street.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. P. O.
Box 202. Arhuquerque, N. M.
shingle
FOR SALE $.00.
roof, adobe dwelling. N. Fourth
street. A. Fleischer, 212
South
Second street.
FOR SALE CHEAP Tumbling; pigeons and homing pigeons. All thoroughbred mock. Parties leaving
town. 702 North JFlfth street
FOR SALE cneap. a complete'bed
room suite, Including
wardrobe,
chiffonier and couch, also library
table and kitchen range. Call 702
North Fifth street.
Nine-roo-

LINGERING COLD.
Oilier
Treatment Hut
Cough Kemedv.
"Last winter I caught a very severe cold which lingered for weeks,"
says J. Urquhart, of Zephyr, Onta"My cough was very dry and
rio.
haish. The local dealer recommendRemedy
Cough
ed Chamberlain's
and guaranteed it, so I gave it a
trial. One small bottle of It cured
me. I believe Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy to be the best I have ever
used." This remedy la for sale by
all drugglses.
Withstood

(Quickly Cured by Chamberlain's

o

If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
f The Evening Citizen. We get results.
(iA Hard Del to Pay.
owe
a
debt of gratitude that
"I
can never be paid off." writes Q. 8.
Clark, of Weatfleld, Iowa. for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
Imminent, when I commenced taking New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
lirst bottle used, and two more botNothtles made a complete cure."
ing has ever equaled New Discovery
for coughs, colds and all throat and
by
lung complaints.
Guaranteed
all druggists, 60c and $1.00.
Trial
hottes free.
-

HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPO.
DIST.
Mrs. BamWm, at ner parlors op polite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give
'horough scalp treatment, do hair
1 resting, treat corns, bunions and
She gives massage
nails.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of comup
plexion cream builds
the skin and
improves the complexion,
and Is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of ths
machines.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

WANTED

Washing to do at home.
Broadway.
Sacks at Halm's coal

1201 Houth

WANTED
yard.
WANTED To buy, delivery horse.
Call at 825 flouih Seconl street.
WANTED To keep piano for wln-te- r,
good parties, will pay dray-agThis office.
WANTED To make you? hat and
suit look like new. In tht car, west
Cold avenue. Phone 680.
goods,
WANTED Oents'
second
hand clothing, shoes aid hats at
615 South First street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
t,
WANTED Books to audit or
bookkeeping or oflce systems
to open, books to keej evenings
Address, D. S.
Much experience.
B., cars Cltlsen office.
WANTED-Liadle- s
desiring new fall
styles In millinery to ctll on Miss
Crane, 511 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmakkig parlors.
Also apprentices wantsd.
Phone

I

JVt.vlli.

B

MONEY to LOAN
On

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

IOAXS

Physician and Surguon
Occidental Life Rnlldlng.
Telcnltone, 8H6.
Phona

RAMBROOK BROS.
us John Strees
m
horses a snaniaiiw
drivers In the city. Proprietors
ouie, io picnio

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,

A driver experiences solid comfort when he is protected by a
These Kobes
OA Plush Robe.
are thick, strong and warm.

They will not shed ; they are
durable. They are
with handsome patterns m beautiful colors. .
Ah It for a 5A Plush Rob.

S0.

Baddle

Wagons and other Chattel also on
PR. F. J. PATCHIN.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REPhysician and Surgeon.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
Office over Vann Drug Store. Ofstrictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in fice hours 9 to 12 a. m., 3 to 5, and
Up-to-Da- te
7
to 8 p. m. rtiones, office 441, resiyour poa'esslon. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before bor- dence ons.
AT
rowing.
LADIES' TAILORING.
dr. ii. ircsT
THE HOUSEHOLD IX.X CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
And DRESSMAKING
Physician and Surgeon
parts of the world.
Mtma CRANE
N.
Arnvjo
Bnildlng.
7.
Rooms
T.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
a t M.
moona.. Rhone 44
303 H West Railroad Ave.
DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
W. L. TKlMKLt & CO.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Physician and Surgeon.
Oueit Evenings.
Highland office, 10 South Walter
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AN
street. Phone 1080.
TRANSFER STABLES.
DBS. BRONSOX
BRONSON
Horses aad Males Bought ana Bsc
144.
changed.
Homeopatlde Physicians
V.YXTFJ .TOH By bfy rtnred on an
and SurREM ESTATE BARGAINS
Iowa farm, who Is attesdliur night
BEST
TOURNOUT8
IN THE CTTT
Hoiiext,
school wants day work,
geons. Over Vann' Dmg Store.
Second Street, between Railroad
reliable and not afrnlit of work.
Phone, Office and Rett., 028.
Copper Avenue.
Addrews, Jim, thin oftiw
FOR SALE.
Able bodied, unmarried
WANTED
' men, between ages of
DENTISTS
tl and 36;
citizens of United States, of good
Six room house. West New
temperate
habits,
and
character
3,600
York avenue
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
DR. J. E. KRAFT
who can speak, read and write
4 room aliobe, iron roof, lot
English. For information apply to
00x400,
Mountain road,
Dental Surgery.
THE OLDEST MILL IN THEm CTTX..
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
1,500
near ear line
s
IsYTttA.. i
Rooms 3 and 3, Harnett Building,
vu in uvcu
UIKnT. ITIJMI
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
5 room cement house, 3rd
O'RIelly's Drug store.
eus. Serf)!, work Mat, pclaJty.
Over
4
2,000
ward
Appointments made by mail.
South
Telephone
Fin
40S.
itreet.
4 room frame, corner lot,
744.
Phone
FOUND
1,100
LOST
Srd ward
8 room frame, 3 lots, close
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. a
3,000
In
containing
FOUND
Pocketbook
ft room brick, modern, corDEVOES READY PAINT
$1.07 and key. Owner
call at
2,650
ner lot, 2nd ward
Office boars,
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Beaven's coal office, describe key
Ow Gallon Covers 6O0 Square
5 room frame, 4th ward,
5 p. m.
to
1:30
and pay for this notice.
1,500
corner
Appointments made by mall.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
800 West Central Ave.
Three room brick, Fourth
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five
Phone 456.
1,400
ward
One of the swellest res.
MONEY TO LOAN
7,500
deneea In town
LAWYERS
40S Wist Ksllrmad Anno
Six room
brick, modern,
Money to loan at 8 per cent on
3,250
In
close
good real estate security. P. O. Box
am
Seven room brick, modR. XV. D. BRYAN
218.
3,500
ern
Dealers
In
Groceries,
Provisions,
Attorney
at Law.
Ranches from two to 200
acres.
urain ana Fuel.
Office, First National Bank Building, Fine Line of Imported Wines UatM
town.
lots In all parts of withAlabquerqne, N. M.
alfalfa ranch
and Cigars. Place your orders d
in a few blocks of the
'- this line with us.
4,500
Mtreet enr line
XV.
DOBSON
E.
NORTH TH .D WT
alfalfa ranch five
mllea north of town 905
Attorney at Law.
THIRD
Ier acre.
Office Cromwell Block,
FOB RENT.
Alubquerque, N. M.
Henry
by Mrs.
Recommended
Hon sen from 2 to S rooms.
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
Money to loan In sums to suit.
to 6 inches.
IRA M. BOND
All Kinds of Fresh and bait taaai
Guaranteed to be made from the
Steam dosage Factory.
true Galega Extract. Is perfectly
Attorney at Law.
hai mless.
EMIL KJLIKNWOH7T
The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
Penxlon, Land Patents. Copyrights, Masonic Building, North TUI-- d
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
Caveats, Ijetter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
Real Estate and Loons. Notary
IXZX
32 F. street, N. M. Washington. D. C. Cxxixxxi
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
Highland Pharmacy and AlTHOS. K. D. MADDISON
varado Pharmacy
Attorn
OOOCXXDOOOOOOOCCXXIOCXDCXXXXX)
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Office
with W. B. Clillders,
BARGAINS IX REAL ESTATE
117 West Gold Avenue.
Department
of the Interior, Land
4 - room brick, modern. 9 2,150
Every Thing
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14.
11 room brick modern 1(1.00(1
5- - room
Notice is hereby given that Juan
frame, modern 2.200
Necessary
for
INSURANCE
6- - rooin
brick, modern 3,200
Chaves y Gonzales, of Valencia, N.
Housekeeping
M., has filed notice of his Intention
frame, modern 3,500
1 story
hi irk storeroom
proof in supto make final five-yeB. A. SLEYSTER
size 25x00
3,000
port of his claim, viz: Homestead
1 store building,
good
Entry No. 673,5, made Dec. 20, 1901.
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
DAVIS & Z EARING
7,500
location
fifr the NBti, Section 83, Township
Publlfl.
leo-acr- e
ranch, under
SN., Range HE., and that said proof
309 W. Gold Ave.
3,400
ditch
will be made before Jesus M. Luna,
Room 13 and 14, Cromwell Block,
Rent Ia)lng hotel bu.fi- 1XXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXT7
probate clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M.,
Albuquerque,
N.
M.
130.
Phone
1,800
iw'nh In city, cash....
on Dec. 80, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
A. E. WALKER
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
219
South
2nd
Fire Insurance.
Strut
vizEstanlslao Otero. Manuel Sedlllo, CXXXJCXXXXXXXXXXXJOCXXXXXXXXJ
$ecretarv Mutual Building Association
Rotero Otero, Bernardino Sedlllo, all
217 West Central Avenue.
of Valencia. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Tlie Mining Camps of Colorado.
PHOTOGRAPHY
o
Utah and Nevada; to Denver, Colopome
reltatvie and safe
Take
rado hpclngs and Pueblo la via Uu like KODOL for Dyspepsia.
PHOTOGRAPHY Kodak films deKODOL Is the best remedy known
veloped and printed on velox patoday for heart burn, belching and
per. Reasonable prices. Send for
all troubles arising from a disordered
price list.
Homer Howry, 404
digestion. It is pleasant to take
St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Carondelet
Sold
nd afford relief promptly.
RAILWAY
by J. H. O'Rielly.
Through Uie fertile Ban Luis Valley,
MISCELLANEOUS
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
alio to tho Sau Juan county of Colo-rado.
Territory of New Mexico. County of
l or information as to rules, trafaa
BORDERS,
service, descriptive literature, etc..
Bernalillo, In the Probate Court.
Deon or address
re
call
In
Estate of William Hart,
F. II. McBRIDE,
ceased.
UNDERTAKER.
Agent, Santa IV, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that the
S.
was by
underalgned, Mattie Hart,
K. HOOPER,
G. P. & T. A.. Denver. Colo.
the said court appointed executrix
FRENCH & ADAMS
under the will of William Hart, deceased, on November 4, 191)7. and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
UNDERTAKERS.
all persons having claims against
said estate are nerfby notified to
Department
of ths Interior.
Land'
Embalming a Specialty.
present the same within the time
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
prescribed by law.
Nov. 13, 1907.
MATTIE HART,
Notice Is hereby given that Cor-nel- io
F. W. SPENCER
Executrix under the Last Will and
Montoya, of Golden, N. H..
Testament of William Hart.
has filed notice of hi.-- Intention U
Architect.
(Firat Pub. Nov. 14.)
proof in supmake final live-yePhone 555. port of his claim, viz: Homestead
liii South Walter.
Kntry No. 73R, made Nov. 12. 1902.
sec. 24, NVi NB4,
for the 84
Appendicitis
K-- .
sec. 25,
13 N., range
Is due In a large measure to abuse and that township
aald proof will be made beof the bowel, by employing drastic fore Register
Receiver,
and
Hanta
at
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
Dec. 87, 1U07.
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the Fe,HeN. M., on the
following witnesses
life, gentle cleansers and invlgora-tor- s. to prove hla continuous
residence
Guaranteed to cure headache, upon, and cultivation of, the
laud,
hillousneHS. malaria and jaundice, at viz:
25c.
all drug stores.
Nicolas Montoya, of Oolden. N.
M.; Daniel Write, of Golden, N. M.;
'
Will Last You a Life Time
Bernardo N. Arando, of Golden. N.
M. ; Hlsente flutieres, of San Pedro.
Why Not Get One Now

MIL,L,INURY

Styles
LOW PRICES

r.

cor-rec-

Don't Forget The
jm

and

Thos. F. Keleher

Years-JAP-A-LAC.

aoi

Ton

Dr. Vaucaire's

30-ac- re

Formula

STREET

Moat Market

A. MONTOYA

HOME

OUTFITTERS

--

--

M. L. SCHUTT

Direct Route

Denver&RioGrande

If You Want A

Plumber

na-tue-

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

KILL the COUCH

AND

Solid Comfort

CARDS

Highland Livery

Homeopathic

e.

A Good Double
Plush Lap Robe

II

PROPERTY

PEU.SOXAL

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

We have a vey large stock we
bought direct from mills at low
prices and w e give you this advantage

HORSE
that suit

BLANKETS

North

Second Street
-

Kv

XT

WITH

Stanriarri Plumbing & Ks3t!ng Co

FOR

Discovery

CS"3 ,JEsl

I AND 4.1 1 THROAT

WANTED

T

Tou can

rl

N0 tUNG TROUBLES.

'QUARANTINED bATI8r"ACIt)iii
11

through

N.

Dr. King'

lki

right.

In quality, price, durability.

J. Korber & Co.
214

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

CURE the LUNGS

XI.

MANUEL R. OTKRO.
Register.

a

i.V?

(l tr
i

'StA

Every Wcmaa
Ami

lmu-r-u'- l

'1

Heat

f
T?t!r trtu?Llf fr

tk
jt!lT.
II

ttouHi

Unvm

V.vlft MARVEL Whirlino Snrsw
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H
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El ENINQ

ALBDQUERQtTE

PAKAGKAPUS
Watch for our announcement on
Thanksgiving;
Indians.
Seymour Lewlnson lias severed h's
connection with the L. B. Putney
company and has returned to his old
place with the Economist Dry uoorts
company.
r. W. Clancy returned to the city
last night from a visit to Santa Fe.
Mr. Clancy will not say whether or
not he accepted the appointment of
attorney general of New Mexico.
Special convocation of Illo Grande
Chapter No. 4 Friday evening;, Nov.
!IUh at 7:30 p. tn.
Work in Mark
MaftT degree. My order of II. P.
Harry liraun, secretary.
In a game of baseball at Thoenlx
between Phoenix ana Kioee Walt
Fran IK, who was brought to the
southwest to piny with Albuquerque,
made two
and one single out of four times up, and won the
game for Phoenix by a score of 5
to 3, batting agalnftt Cy Young.
J. C. Hell, of Muskogee, I. T., a
Chickasaw Indian whose tribal name
s War Eagle, attended the regular
meeting of the Independent Order of
Hed Men lat night at. Red Men's
hall and addressed the members for
half an hour. War Kagle claims the
distinction of being the second Indian
n tne
i nlted States to become a
practicing physician and also claims
the championship In archery In this
country.
'My uncle is an
of the
Fe and you had better leave me
alone or I'll have your star taken
from you," was what a well dressed
young man said to Santa Fe OtHcer
Field last night when the latter
stepped up to prevent trouble between
wo men. The young fellow resented
ne action of Fie d and struck him.
Field and hla antagonist
clinched
and then went for on another. Officer Field beat the stylishly dressed
stranger into submission and then
led him outside the station where the
stranger.
after explaining matters.
was permitted to go.

110 Sajlh Second St.

ly.

5

and give the proper finish to the new dress or suit
you wear while going out or receiving company

Buy Them From Us

rs

and you are sure to get the dantiest looking, best
fitting, longest wearing and closest priced footwear
on the market.
$3. SO to $4.00

Mrn'i Patent Colt Shoes
Men's Vlcl Kid Shoes
Mfli'i Calf Shoes
Women" Patent Kid Shoes
Women's Vlcl Kid Shoes
Women's Dongola Shoes
Women's Drew Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls

. .

3.00 to
2. BO to
3.00 to
2.50 to
2.00 to
1.50 to
1.25 to

4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
2.50
3.50
2.75

Millii&ery
TalK
If you contemplate setting
now hat, you gliould are what
wo have. We never allow our

a

stock to become depleted and
picked over, but replace every
article sold by anotlier Just as
fully made up. Tlie result
Is ant our offerings Just now
are as choice as at the time of
our fall opening. A largo
just received.
nt

MISS LUTZ
208 Soatb Second

IXXXXXXODCOOOOOCOOCO

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

Flrt St.

109 North

::

Lnsi

FiNE WATCH RAPAIftlNQ

for good merchandise at popular prices.

IIO

SILVER

Special Sale of Silver Plated Knives and Forks, Spoons,

EVERITT,

Carving Sets, Etc.

THE LEADING JEWELER
cottmcoX3oomooyomcomomcmom

Join Our Club
By It

rule,

tee will clean
Four Suit and One

and pre
overcoat for you each month
For

ONLY

S2.00

Much Eiperieac

. K.

ONLY

Work First

Clan

Montezuma Cleaning and Pressing Co.
21 0 west uold
Rhone 11 OS
K0m090mO9OKO)032m09 090m0

Zla&jai, Prop.

O0K5OKDD00O0G
New Holiday Novelties

Arriving Daily

Clothes
are the recognized standard high-graclothing of the United States.
We have a full line ot this make of
Prices within
Pults and Overcoats.
the reach of all.

de

!

MUSICAL AT THE FIRST
METHODIST CHURCH
TONIGHT
A

musical,, introducing a number

of musicians! who huve not appeared
in Albuquenhie before, will be given
toat the First! Methodist church
night. The brogram, which follows,
will begin at 8 o'clock:

Help! Help!
want everybody In Albuquer-ou- e
to help us reduce our stock to
make room for our holiday roods.
Come today and save bla money on
underclothing, shoes, dry goods,
wear, sweaters, etc.
Groceries at Cut Prices.
Ijirge Can Col ton Tomatoes 10c.
We

Hanan & Sons and
Douglas Shoes
In their respective classes cannot be
equalled. Every pair guaranteed.
pairs to shoofe from.

A Few Special Bargains

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 North Second

Are always on hand. E. & W. collars at IS cents;, $1.25 shirts at 75
cents; 2.60 underwear at $1.00 per
suit; IS and 20 cent hose at 10 cents,
etc. It will always pay you to call
on us before you buy.

PA KT I.

Piano duet
(a) "HungnHan Pance" ..Brahms
(b) "Korwrgtun Dance" ....Urleg
Miss AMill and Miss Pratt.
Vocal Solo tA Gypsy Maiden"...
Mlssi lone Reynolds.
Violin Solo
Mattuccl Bros., Props.
Melville
(a) "Hercetis
021-2- 0
(b) Mazurka, "Obertaas"
W. Tljaraa Phone a I
. . . .
Wlenianiski
Mr. John L. Glbbs.
Ladles' Quartette
Resche 210
"Rustjc Dance"
210
Reynolds and Strong. Mes- Misses
West
West
dames Wlshburn and Collins.
Vocal solo "May Morning".. Dueza Gold
Gold
Mrs. Charles A. Franck.
PART II.
Whistling olo
Erlckson
(a) "Sunshine"
STATEHOOD MEETING
Sawyer
(b) "Bobollnki-Mr. frank Kerzman.
Heading "The Boy Orator of
INFORMAL AFFAIR
City" Richard Harding Davis
Mrs.i A. L. Martin.
Vlc'ln solo
PrOHl(l-n- t
Wieniawskl
(a) "Komanza"
4'liililcr
Says It it Not
(b) "Perpetnum" (Mobile) ..Hies DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
li
.llfvuilfr or Jler- .im wiry
Mr. John L. Gibbs.
nalillo Ciiiinty Lcaum.
Vocal, solo "Invocation" DiHardelot
THE TIME
W. H. Chllders. nreshtent of (ho
Mrs. Charles A. Franck.
Rernallllo county statehood
Ip.iitii
who returned to Albuquerque
last
INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD
night from the south, found several
ILY, IS TO 80 PER CENT. WE
communications at his office from NEW POSTOFFICES
IAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
Hiinta Fe relative to the territorial
'
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
statehood meeting to be held In that
WILL
SELL AT IOWER PRICES
AND
city November 3uth.
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AI
Mr. Chillier was also In communi
WHOLESALE.
cation this morning with Governor
VANN JEWELRY CO.
curry by long distance telephone.
postoffl-ce- s
One Door South of Drug Stone.
following
changes
in
The
meeting at Santa Fe will not
in
in New Mexico have been made:
be a formal affair and it will not be
necessary for the statehood leagues
Bernie J. sabin appointed postto appoint regular delegates to this master
at Clarkvlile, McKlnlety f Your Eyes Trouble You
All that the governor county.
convention.
Postofftce established at Naranjos,
desires is that as many of the reure- sentative men of each community as Mora county annd S. P. Sanchei apaiiena me meeting at San- pointed postmaster.
ta Fe.
Postoffice established at Los Tanos,
President Chllders stated therefore Guadalupe county and Constance de
that he would not call a statehood Boissiere appointed postmaster.
league meeting but thai the mem-bePostofflce at Goldgrade, Torrance
Patrons will
could go Individually, as many county, discontinued.
as can arrange to do so.
receive their mall at Wlllard..
President Chllders said he had exPostoffice of Sanchez, San Miguel
pected to leave the city for the south county, discontinued.
Patrons will
on legal business, but that he would receive their mail at Trementlna.
postpone all else and go to Santa Fe
Pensions (ranted.
.
to attend the meeting.
George Young, Ponla Altos, $15
many
per
"I think that as
month from March 11'. 1907.
Bernalillo
county men as can pcluly arrange
Richard K. Patrick, Fort Bayard,
to do so, should go to Santa Fe," It per month from Dec. 24, 10.
said President Chllders. "The notice
Cerrlllos, $16
'Michael Maloney,
of the meeting was not soon enough per month from March 9, 1907.
The Central Avenue Optician.
lor tne assembling of pur t at hood
Nicolas Baca, Chlmayo, $12 per
lugue and the selection of delegates. month from April 1, 1907.
Every pair of Eye Glasses and Spec
The governor, however, stated that
tacles fitted (iuaranteetl
William Hunry Bentz, Mlmbres,
such a meeting would not be neces- $12 per month from March 26, 1907.
Absolutely Correct.
sary upon this occasion but he deJohn Brlggs, Santa ltosa, $12 per
114 W. CENTRAL
AT YANOWS.
sired that as many liernallllo county month from March 11. 1907.
as possible visit Santa Fe for
Samuel H. Falrchilds, Roswell $12
Phono 452 for Appointments.
n
meeting.
per month from March 25, 1907.
"I have seen a number of the
William R. Lynch. Alamogordo,
members of our statehood league and $12 per month from March 11, 1907.
many of them are going to Santa Fe.
Thomas F. Clay, East Las Vegas,
We will leave Albuquerque
Friday
per month from March 14, 1907.
night so as to be on hand early Sat- $15
urday morning.
Nothing
more appropriate for
The statehood meeting at the
a photograph. One
U a very vital one, It Is non- - Christmas thanphotographs
$3.00.
pi'il'cal and the attendance should dozen cabinet
MILLKT
STCOIO.
he irge."
213
West
Avenue.
Hallroud
It Is probable that there will be
go
good sized delegation
from HACK FA1US HAVE
hc:"f.
NOT I1EEX RAISED.
Oakey Clifford, owner of one of
the finest hack lines In the city, says
that he has not raised hack fare.
NO THANKSGIVING
DINNER
Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
at Champion Grocery Co.
FOR CITY PRISONER
Fresh Italian chestunts at Champion Grocery Co.
o
good
Visions of an unusually
Have you seen the modern cooking
Thanksgiving dinner was probably
Wagner
at
wonder
Hardware
The
what caused four poorly clad, hun
gry looking vagrants to .fall into the Company store? Come In any day
hands of the police last night. But this week.
115-11- 7
they were doomed to disappointment
DOLLAR8 FOH POt'GHN UTS.
nothing but "usual fare was served
Or a snap almost as good if you
at the city and county jails.
itiarcla Uernandlno, Carlos a Navls, get In the highest acceptable ebidH. for
J.
Hubert Iecon and Salvador Komano the notes ami accounts of th
were the four offenders. Bernandlno Haverkampf estate before ten o'clock
was sentenced to ten days and Navis Friday. Nov. 29.
Proposals to collect will also be
to five days in the city Jail. Deeon
Collector must be able
and Komano were given a few hours considered.
to speak Spanish and give a pproved
In which to get out of town.
Ad- bond. Liberal commissions,
Freeh meats and poultry dally at dress. J. A. Miller. Trustee.
Champion Grocery Co.
MACtlAHKK HAIiL.
Wmj
The Lady Maccabees will give a
DeWltfs Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve is healing and soothing. Good ball on Wednesday evening, Dec. 18,
at Elks' hall. Tickets $1.00.
for plies. Sold by J. II. O'Ulelly.
o Stands For
Company
Wagner Hardware
Best remedy for mothers to use ! is The
giving free a handsome set of
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
$7.50. Bee adver
tastes nearly as good as maple sugar, ware, wellIn worthpaper.
ihls
it contain no opiates, sold by J. tt. tisement
o
ORlelly.
Best place to trade In town, Are you going to install one for
o
Co.
Champion
Grocery
Palmer for feed, that's the place
next year s business?
to trade.
A dollar will not mean imicli
to
fetter get in line.
AsMMHa-tlo- ii
The
Benevolent As- you. Ithut to tlte i Benevolent
poor
Uio
ami
for
AU
sizes
and kinds made by
on
give
charity
sociation will
ball
a
One dollar buys a ticket for tlie
Thanksgiving evening In the ball sick.
No- Houw
t'liurlty
Ball,
Elks'
0Ma
room of the Elks" club. The public vemucr
H. S. LITHGOW
ztn.
Is cordially invited.
Get a handsome set of ware, worth
Out of town people can't do
$7.50. free. See Wagner
Hardware Consult
a Reliable Dentist
than to try J. F. Palmer for Co. advertisement
in this paper for
-i
groceries and meats.
ms
l
particulars,
n
Full
of
Set
Teeth
Ranch eggs 50 cents a doz. Prusfa
You are rordlsljy Invited to attend
Gold Filling
11.50 OP H U
sian Poultry food makes them lay. our exhibit any day this week. Com
J. F. Palmer, 601 North First street. and have a cud of conee ana noi di
m
tiold Crowaa
buy
not
or
to
If
yiu Intend
Painleas Extracting . . . Mo
Monarch canned goods at Cham cults
Company.
Wagner
Hardware
pion Grocery Co.
o
and grain at ALL WORK ARSOLITFLT
All kinds of hay
Palmer for groceries.
Champion Grocery Co.
-- oPalmer for meats.

CHAMPION

Grocery Company

SIMOtl STERN

E. F. COBB

Ze-pa- ta

The Central Avenue Clothier

TAXIDERMIST
Birds, a Specialty

.....

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
Plumbers
Tinners

ALL

Consult

Dr. C. H. Carnes

The

MAJESTIC

321-32-

W. Central

3

Avenua

RANGE

GO.

General
Hardware

is the product of the world's achieve-

ments in stoves. All the best features of all other makes have
been incorporated in this one, and objectional features eliminated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably stands nearer the
line of perfection than
any other range. It
saves your fuel and
your time and produces heat when you want
it, where you want it,
and in quantity as de
stred, all at a minimum of attention. If
you have never used

the

MAJESTIC,

you

have never used the

best

e

Whether you receive your money's worth or not is

deter-

mined more by where you buy your goods than by what you
pay for them.
No matter what you pay us for an article you may be
sure it is the Best to be had for the money.
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RAABE & MAUGER
!L

$18 to $30
$15 to $30

OVERCOATS
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NORTH FIRST STREET

.

each part of tailoring that produces the
finished suit or overcoat, Stein-Bloc- h
have built up a repute for advanced
Smart Clothes-makin- g
that has no
equal in this country. We have chosen
their clothes as our leading offering to
you, and when we tell you these clothes
will fit you and last you as no clothes
you have ever seen, we are telling you
only what is the truth, and what can
be proven, ot
.
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Cutlery, Ranch Supplies, Stoves and Ranges,
Harness and Saddlery, Tin and Enameled Ware.

Their Might

SUITS

:

Hardware,

By Doing With All
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Hart, Schaffner & Marx

South
Second

rs

THANKSGIVING

I1M)7.

Whether we advertise specials or not we are always ready to prove to you that we are headquarters
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Kindt el Indian and Uexloan Good. 7b a Cheapest
Plaoe to buy Navajo Blanket mod Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Ordare Carefully and Promptly rilled.
All

2R.

Buy at Headquarters

Grinding Doni on Premises

EVERY THING
coe
JEWBLtM' IN THE JEWELRY LINE
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When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Fropeely Fitted
Qlaeae Consult u.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Exclusive Opt Iota nt

PERSONAL.

Buy a Pair of Stylish Shoes
For Thanksgiving

CITIZEN.

Washburn
I

Go,

Loose Leaf Ledger
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Sips and Decorations
Off. C. H. CONNER
well done no delay
0TKOfATHIO HYICIAN AND Work
At prlcei you can surely pay.
auRQmoN
your
plan and he will tit It
State
All
Curablo Dltoauaa Treated.
No Charge for Contultatlom.
3M N. T. Armljo Building.

And you'll be glad

PUina 741.

825 South Sod St.

Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our ,yard, and
have always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one similar to it, appeared for
years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds

We
to truthfully say that short weight was ever
given to any ot our customers.

We Handle the BEST Gallup Coal, American Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

BEAVEN

502 Southt

DRS. COPP and PriTTT
llOOM IS. K. T. ARMIJO BI.DQ.

Guaran-

teed or a Present Made
ot the Coal. firm or corporation
defy any individual,

JOHN S.

that

"STACY DID IT"

WE GUARANTEE

Firt

